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Ground privileges and supervised walks by the staff were also established as
reinftireers by applieathot of the Preload: Principle, since patients were fre-
quently observed to "stay at the exit to the ward and try to leave." The op-
portunity .to attend religious services was also Used as a reinforcer since see-
era! patients attended frequently when they were allowed to freely,20

Thus, lier8O11111 -4111111101S, 14)0111 diViderS, visits with the professional 'staff,
ground privileges; 'supervised walks, and religious services were all made con-
tingently available to the patients; they could be purchased if the patient had
performed a sufficient number of target responses to have earned the requisite
tokens to purchase the reinforeers, They were otherwise unavailable, Other
reinforeers in the Anna State Hospital program included it personal chair,
writing materials and stationery, movies, television programs, and .various
cmmiSfitlry itents.2°

lty using these "strong, albeit untapped" 30 sources of motivation, the Ayllon
and Azrin vennonty produced rather impressive results when measured by
standards of work performance, They compared the work output of their pa-
tients during a specified period of the token economy with a subsequent ex-
perimental period during which the various reinforcers were freely available
without tokens' a situation which "approximated the usv.1 conduct of a men-
tal hospital ward." 31 Ayllott and Mrin found that patient performance during
the experimental period plummeted to less titan one-fourth the token economy
level, Renee, they mmeluded that "the performance on a usual ward would be
increased fourfold by instituting this motivating environment," 3.2

Nonetheless, the Anna State Hospital program did not change the behavior
of S nut of the 44 patients 33 invelved;

Hight patients, who expended fewer than 50 . tokens within 20 days; all
earned by self-rare rather than front Job assignments, were relatively unaf-
fected by the reinforcement procedure, Statistical comparison Of them within
the other patients revealed no difference in diagnosis of age, It appears that
their failure to modify behavior appreciably stemmed front the relative absence
of any strong behavior patterns that could be used as reinforcers, The only two
behaviors that existed in strength were sleeping and Min, Ate present pro-
gram did not attempt to control the availability of food, This action may have
to be considered in future research in order to rehabilitate patients with such
an extreme loss of behavior,34

Many token economy progranis have been patterned after the Ayltottt and
Amin mode1.30 Iu Atthowe's program for chronic patients at the Palo Alto Vet-
(Taus .Atiministration Hospital, for example, patients earned points not only
for their industrial .therapy Job assignments, but also for participating in
group activities, in recreational therapy, and for attending weekend movies.30
And reinforcers in various 'programs include later wake-up times,07 passe8,30
clothing,30 clothing maintenance,40 reading niaterials,41 dances,42 and even

" Id, at 221, Sca also id, at 04-05,
1, Id, itt 02-03,

at 220,
34 Id, out 211,
" 14, nt 183,
12 ht. See also id. at inont.
" Id, at 239.
34 id, at 200. Rut see the remarks of Davison directed at Aytion & Azrin's conclusion;

I believe that' Ayllon and Amin would do well to 'break set and at least consider the
passibility that the behavior (both overt and covert). of seine Amnia hospital patients
Is regulated by processes whieh lire little, anything, to do with operant condition,
tag," Davison, supra note 17, at 250.

"3 Atthowe & Krasner, Preliminary Report on the Application of Contitlyent Rein-
forcement Procedures (Token Reononty) on a "Chronic" Psychiatric Ward, 78 3, Anson.
AlAt, PSIVe1101,thit 37 (10681.

Atthowe," Ward 113 Prograni Incentives and CostsA ANHUI for Patients 7-8
(Veterans All l'illo Alto, Calif Oct, 1, 11104),'

it hi, tit 4. The present author also visited a token economy where naps were avail..
able for five tokens per hour,

d 5,
"Lloyd- & Abel, Performative on a Token Economy Pitychiatrio Ward; A Pteo Year

Sunimar, 8 Thum, ltss, & TottArk 1, a (r1140).
431.411ml, Mtnertmentat Anntiention of Rein-forcetent Prineiples to the Analysts and

Voluted of llospitaMed Aleoholles, 28 Q, or .8Tuntus ON Ahemtot, 105, 108 (1007),
41 Orit* & ;Stager% A Token Ronald' Pro /iron Rea:tuition ieith Untreated Control

Ward Comparisons, it 11101AV. HMS. & TitkaArt. 187, 141 (1071),
42 fd,

I' 1.4
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1'elense..13 .Niorever, several progrnms ?Hive taken the step recommended but
not taken by Ay llon, and Aydin and have made food Lind beds available only
Ott a contingent linsis.41 Indeed, those programs IWO exceeded the Ay llon and
Azrin recommendation by using beds and meals as reinforcers on a wardwide
basis, and thus even for patients who have not failed under at system where
food and sleeping facilities were non-eontingently available.

(Me of the token eemunnies that hinges food and beds On appropriate beim,-
lurid responsesa ehroide ward at the Patton State Hospital in San Bernar-
dino. Californiais "willing to let it patient go for as long as live days NVIIII-
ont food, Or until he hus been retlueeil to St)/0 Of his previous hotly Aveight."15
The. Patton program is one of several token economies to that follows a
-phase" or "tier" system, where at least certain privileges ore dependent upon
the patient's place in the hierarchy of tiers.

At Patton. for example, newly admitted patients are placed in the orienta-
tion group, where living conditions are .exceedingly drab, and- where the su-
sIstenee-level eXiStellee van he purchased for it small number of tokens. After a
patient has adapted well to the orientation group, he is eleVated to the middle
group, where conditions are better but ttre considerably more expensive. Pa-
tients in the middle grout) are given five months t.o be promoted to the rather
luxurious rently-tteleave group: but if after three months in the middle group a
patient is not adequately -ruing the eventual prospect of life on the outside, he
%%BUM, returned to the orientation grottp.: Margaret Bruce; It psychiatric tech-
nician at the Patton State Hospital, described the orientation group in these
words:

"This group sleeps in it relatively unattractive dormitory Which conforms to
hare mininiums set by the state department of .niental hygiene. There are no
draperies at the windows or spreads on the beds, and the beds themselves are
of the simplest kind. In the dining room the patient sits with many other pa-
tients at a long table, crowded n1t somewhat uncomfortably. The only eating
utensil given him is a large spoon. The food is served in unattractive, _sectioned
phistie dishes. So long as he is in this group, he is not allowed to wear his
own Oodles and cannot go to activities which other patients are free to attend
ore the milt. Ile may nut have permission for off-the-ground. visits,. and the
number of visitors who can see Id m is restricted.

"thiting this time, the patient learns that his inealS, his- bed, his toilet arti-
cles. and his clothes 110 longer are freely given him, He must pay for these
with tokens. These tokens pay for all thoSe things normally furnished and
often taken for granted. In the orientation group most of the things the pa-
tient wants ore ellen!: for example, it costs one token.t be permitted to go to
bed, one token for it meal, Patient's fled it easy enough to earn the few tokens
niteessary fur Intre.slthmistence." IB

thicksman, (Monument & Cotter, The RornYour-Wall Credit Systems Cse of u
Token ,Reonowll in Naeeotie Rehabilitation, 9 INT'ti. J. or 7.115 ADOWTIONB 025
(loll). Cf. Lloyd &Abel. supra note 30, at it,

Mii $1,4111eff.r, Investigations in Operant Conditioning Procedures In ti Mental lbw
pit's!. Ittusconxstevr Tommy Is INVettotoolcM, TittlATSIIINTA SVMPOStU,St 25,
26 (.1. Fisher & It. Harris eds. 111110) (Calif. Mott, Health lies. Monog. No, 8) ; Bruce,
Tokens for Recovery, MI Am. J. Nunsisu 1700, 1801 (1900)'; Grip() & ;Ungar°, supra
note 41, at 141 t Lloyd & Abel, supra. note 09 at 0.

15 Schaefer. supra note 44, at 33-34. Actually. the quoted remark Was Made in the
context of overcoming refusaltomt problems exhibited by some of the patients, but if
the hospital medically willing to allow those patients to miss five consecutive days of
totals. it sepals eposonahle to assume that the satn medical standard would be applied
to hotlouts who presumably &giro to eat but who have not earned n sufficient number
of tokens to pay foe !opals.

Lloyd & Abet, supra note 80; Narrol, supra uoto 39. Vf. Atthowe & Krasner,
xuprtr huh. 35.

ilt'at e, Tokens for Recovery, 00 Am, .1, Notts's(' 1109, 1802 (1060)
18 Id. out 1500-01. The Patton system seems to curry to the extreme the pOsttletl often

advocated by behaviorists that noncontingent rewards ought to be provided at an "ade.
quote but relatively low hovel." with preferred reinforeers being available "contingent
upon the oevurrence of desired response patterns." BANDUItA, supra note 4 at 231.
If litter gook an approadi. therapy min be managed chiefly by positive reinforcement,
without resort to punishment, and patients. the argument continues, have only them
selves to blame if their privileges seem inadequate. Indeed, several rogrnms have noted
tine benefits of a. n earl-your-way system, in notable entrust to more traditional tip,
prosehes wore "inundating oduentional or group therapy participation by threatening
loss of visiting and other privileges or &Welt release appeared to stimulate the soeial
dellanee and self- defeating .tralts of the population, and rebellion against the regulations
of the institution provided an increase In prestige and enhanced status in the eyes of

c 41
,-s
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be apparent by now and they will be considered in the next section An analyt-
iell examination of some of the more difficult competing psychological and
legal considerations will, however, be deferred until section III,

ILLAW AND ToNEN ECONOMIES

To speak at the moment of a spacitic "law of token economies" is of course
out of the question, for at this date there is scarcely a handful of statutory
and judicial protteuncements dealing even generally with the rights of the in-
stitutionalized mentally ill, Until very recently, the judicially manufactured
"hands-off" doctrine enabled the courts to duck important questions regarding
the limits of administrative discretion in the operation of prisons and mental
institution:07 Accordingly, the correctional and therapeutic establishments
were in effect given, by default, the legal nod to manage their institutions
and to conduct their therapy "as they saw fit. But the last few years have
witnessed a remarkable turnabout in the willingness of courts to scrutinize liv-
ing conditions in total institutions. Though the activity has thus far been
slower in the mental health area than it has been with regard to prisons, the
successful legal penetration of mental hospitals, appears to be a more promis-
ing prospect than in the analogous prison movement, Already, some bold and
far-reaching decisions have been rendered,66 and there is the further possibil-
ity of widespread legislative mama) From the sparse legal precedents, one
can detect a rather clear tread, and the emerging law bears rather directly on
the rights of patients subjected to a token economy,

The encouragement of certain target responsessuch as proper personal hy-
giene and self-caresurely seems beyond legal question 61 but it will be re-
vaned that the principal target response of most token economies is adequate
functioning on an institutional work assignment. Many persons both within
and without the legal profession, however, find it objectionable in effect to re-
quire pa tlentsespecially involuntarily committed patientsto work for men-
tal institutions, particularly without standard compensation, Though the work
assignments are often east In therapeutic terms, such as overcoming epathy
and institutionalization, the critics view the jobs as simple laborsaving devices
which exploit patients 62 and, indeed, which sometimes make hospital retention
of particular patients almost indispensable to the functioning of the institu-
tion.6a

That patient job assignments are in fact often laborsaving is beyond ques-
tion, as is the fact that work output will increase substantially when work is
contingently reinforced by the standard reinforeers employed by token econo-
mies, Indeed, it Will be recalled that an Anna State Hospital in Illinois. Ay llon
and Aunt concluded that ward efficiency soared astronomicallyfourfold 04.
because of a token system involving job performance, and they noted further
that unsatisfactory job performance resulted in administrative disruption 66
During a patient vacation period "the additional work required to keep the
ward functioning , had to be made up by paid employees whose hours almost
doubled," 66

ar R.go Note, lteuotui the Zen of Courtin A Critique of the Ju'dtotat Refusal to Review
the Complaints of Cuticle, 72 YALE L. J. 500 (1903).

tan,thi N, NtmTinn, this !Miry TO DM DaTtiltHNT DMVIANCD AND DNIORCND TininAPV
807-08 (1971), Of, O'Dohoglitie v. Itlggs, 73 Wash, 2d 814, 820 n.2, 440 P.2d 823,
828 n.2 (1908) : "One who enters a hospital as a mentally ill person either as a
voluntary or involuntary patient, implledly consents to the use of such force as may
be reasonably necessary to the prover care of the patient. t, ."

60 Covington v, Hurts, 491 P.2d 017 (D.C. Cir. 1969) ; Wyatt V. Stickney, 344 P,
Stipp, 373 (M.D. Alm 1972) (Bryce and Searcy Hospitals),

go R.g., CAL, MIX, INNT'NN nobs § 5325 (West Stipp, 1971).
di Ironically, however, an experiment Conducted by Ayllon and Asrin seems to demon.

striae that "although the reinforcement for selfcare was initiated to maintain a mini-
mini standard of cleanliness mid personal hygiene, changes in the Tinforcettent Contin-
gencies produced no appreciable difference In self,care practices., Tont; Henna,
supra note 10, at 25(3.

(It Mit Liberties and Mental Mum, 7 Mutt, L. 110m., 101,
122-23 (1971). At Anna State hospital, bemuse the token value of jobs is set by file.
tors of sOPPIY and demand. "some lobs that were fairly demanding physically and that
required anent three hours through the day for completion, such as sweeping the floors,
.earned only about five tokens. , TOKNN HCONOMY 204.

ToktIN Ecosomv, supra note 10, at 201,
"Id, 188.
os 1d, at 201-02,
R Id. at 210.

88-71.1-74-41
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It seems deer that the law will not tolerate forced patient labor that is de-
void of therapeutic purpoSe and which is.required solely as a labor saving tech-
nique, The Second Circuit, invoking a Thirteenth Amendment involuntary servi-
tude rationale, so held in 106u.e7 Since then, recognition that there is not
always a sharp line dividing therapeutic and non-therapeutic assignments has
.led to varying legal theories for dealing with --or for avoiding the problem.

One rule Is suggested by Bruce Fuds, a leading mental health lawyer who
is keenly aware of the disparate per diem cost between private and state hos-
pitalization and of the cost-saving devices resorted to by state hospitals, He
would adopt the following as a legal rule of thumb in deciding whether work
assignments have therapeutic value : "If a given type of labor 18 therapeutic,
we would .expect to tied patients in private facilities performing that type of
labor. Conversely; labor which is not generally performed in private facilities
should be presumed . to be cost-saving rather than therapeutic." OS

The "avoidance" approach is exemplified by the elaborate decision in Wyatt
v. Stlekney,69 in which the court barred all involuntary patient labor involving
hospital operation and maintenancewhether therapeutic or notbut permit-
ted voluntary institutional work of either a therapeutic or a non-therapeutic
nature, so long as the labor is compensated pursuant to the federal. minimum
wage law.'m To insure the voluntary nature of any institutional work assign-
ment undertaken, the Wyatt court specified further that "privileges or release
from the hospital shal! not be conditioned upon the performance of labor." 71
MVO! v lug hospi tut ma Intent' lice.%

The approach taken by the landmark Wyatt decision, widely followed, would
have an Immense Impact on traditional token economies. Fatients could not be
forced in any way to perform institutional labor asdginnentsand. the force
could not legitimately he exerted indirectly by making basic reinforcers "con-
tingent" upon appropriate performance, Further, if patients should decide vol-
untarily to undertake -Institutional tasks, the minimum Wage is the legally re-
quired "reinforcer." Under Wyatt, therapeutic assignments unrelated to
hospital operations can constitute legitimate target responses that can be re-
warded without regard to the minimum wage. But, perhaps most significant
for token economies, Wyatt and related legal developments seem to have a
great deal' to say regarding the definition of legally acceptable reinforcers.
Wyatt, together with an occasional piece of proposed " or enacted 74 legisla-
tion, has began the process of enumerating the rights guaranteed to hospital-
ized mental patients. The crux of the problem, from the viewpoint of behavior
modification, is that the items and activities that are emerging as absolute
rights are the very same items and activities that the behavioral psychologists
would employ as reinforcersthat is, as "contingent rights,"

According to the Wyatt court, a residence unit with screens or curtains to
insure privacy, together with "a comfortable bed, . , a closet or locker for
[the patient's] personal belongings, a chair, and a bedside table are all consti-
tutionally required," " Under Wyatt, patients are also insured nutritionally

at .Tolont V. Ilenne, 355 F.24 129, 182 n.3 (211 Cir. 1900), The court also noted that
if concededly involuntary labor is nontherapentie, even compensation for the 'work will
not necessarily satisfy 'Thirteenth Amendment requirements, for "the mere payment of a
compensation, unless the receipt of the compensation induces consent to the-performance
of the work, eannot serve to justify forced labor," Id,

4411nals hibertice and- Mental Men, 7 Carat, L. 101, 123 (1271)
(empivuls' in original).

" %%mitt v. Stickney, 344 P. Supp, 373 (M.b. Ala, 1972) (Bryce and Searcy ospi
tuts) .

lo Id. at 331, The minimum wage law is the 'Pair Labor Standards Act, 29 V.S.C. §
200 (19711. ;fudge Johnson in Wyatt further ordered that pavntent to patients for Ruch
Work shall not be applied to offset hospitalisation costs, Id. at 13.

II 344 P. Sapp. at 381.
12 Under-Wyatt. the only type of work that can seemingly be "required," and the only

typo of work exempt from minimum wage coverage, is therapeutic work unrelated to
hospital functioning. Further, according to Wyatt, patients may also he. required "to
perform tasks of a (personal housekeeping nature tatet as the making of One's bed."

ca Ralph Nader's Center for Study of Responsive Law has produced it suggested stmt-
ate covering rights of committed patients, The proposal is reproduced in PilVentkrItte
ntsrtem Monet supra note 1 at 225-20.

R.g., Th iae tanternn IletrisShort Act, CAL Wst.ir, R INSVNE4 Cott )< 5825 (West
Stipp. 1971),

16 Wyatt v, Stiektiey, 344 F. Stipp, 8731 35142 (M.D. Ala. 1972) (Bryce and Searcy-
Hospitals),
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adequate meals with a diet that will provide "at a minimum the Recommended
Daily Dietary Allowances as developed by the National Academy of
Sciences." 76 Wyatt further enunciates a general right to have visitors,77 to at.
tend religious services,7.8 to wear one's own clothes 70 (or, for those without
adequate clothes, to be provided with a selection Of suitable clothing), and to
have clothing laundered." With respect to recreation, Wyatt speaks of a light
to exercise physically several times weekly and to be outdoors regularly and
frequently,81 11 ri!rht to interact with members of the other sex,82 and a right
to have a television set in the day room.83 Finally, apparently borrowing from
Judge Baxelon's opinion for the District of Columbia Circuit in Covington
Ilarris,?i4 judge Johnson in Wyatt recognized that "patients have a right to
the least restrictive conditions necessary to achieve the purposeS of
commitment" 80-- presumably including, if clinically acceptable, ground privi-
leges and an open ward.

Thus, the usual target behaviors for token economies would be disallowed
and the usual reinforcers will be legally unavailable. The emerging law ap-
pears to vindicate the assertions of the patients who at the inception of
Patton State Hospital token economy, "pointed out to the nurses that the state
had an obligation to feed them and that the nurses were acting illegally In de-
nying them entrance to the dining room," 88 Chronic patients at Anna State
Hospital who had to work for screens and personal lockers to insure privacy
Would, under Wyatt, have those items provided noncontingently. According to
the "least restrictive conditions" rationale of Covington and Wyatt, it would
seemingly be impermissible to house on closed wards those patients clinically
capable of exercising ground priVileges, such as Richmond State Hospital's lid-
mittedly nonPsychotic alcoholle patients who, before the onset of the token
economy program, would have quickly been placed on an open ward,87 The
identical "least restrictive conditions" rationale would presumably also invali-
date programs, such as the one at Anna State Hospital," in which ground
privileges or supervised walks are available only by purchase, and programs in

" Id. at Ma.
IT Ia. at MD. See also CAL. WIMP. INwetis Com § 5325(c) (West Stipp. 1971). .

" 844 P. Stipp. at 381.
10 Id, at 880. See also CAL. Weir. & INST'an Coott § 5325(a) (West Stipp. 1071).
110 N44 V. Sapp. at an.
81 Id,

Id." Id, at 8S2,
84 419 F.2d 617 (D.C. Cir. 1969).
r Wyatt v.' Stiekney, 344 P. Stipp. 373, 879 OLD. Ala, 1972) (Bryce and Searcy Hos-

pitals). The "least restrictive alternative" or "le :et drastie means" rationale was tirst
applied in the mental health law area in Luke v. CaMeron, 364 P.2d 097 (D.C. Cir.
1066), an opinion authored by Judge Baselon which held that commitment itself Should
be ordered only if no suitable but less drastic alternatives to commitment could be la
Med, For a diseuSsion of the constitutional doctrine of "less drastic means" lb the
commitment context, see Va2cittATutc RI:erten Pitoncm, supra note 1, at 140-46, See
also Chanthers. Alternatives to Viol/. Commitment of the Mentally Ill: Practical Guides
and Constitutional Imperatives, TO Mien L. Itmv, 1107 (1972). In Covington v, Barrie,
419 P.M 017 (D.C. Cir. 1060), Judge '13atelon simply extended the doctrine to life
within the confines of the hospital environment.

'ad Schaefer, supra note 44, at 29.
41 A similar problem seems to he present in the token economy system of State host

till North. Grano. Idaho, as dexeribed in Lloyd & Abel, Performance on a Token neon-
onty Psychiatric Ward: A Two Year Summary, 8 BMW, MS. & TtilittAPY 1 (19701, In
addition to using tokeng for "standard" reinforcers the State hospital North program
has a phase system which requires the accumulation of tokens for phase promotion.
Group C, for example, is a closed Ward, and promotion to Group. II which has itround
privileges, requires earning 2.000 tokens in a three week period. nuttier, Minim to
earn substantial tokens while in Group B or A may result in demotion to Group
C, Id, ut ii. To the extent that eertaitt Group C patients Out clittleally Manage
ground privilegeswhich, given, the system, seems almost beyond roubtthis pro
gram arid many others devised along similar patterns seem to offend the "lead drastic
menus" test of Covington and 1Vyatt.

m'rounN riconoxty, supra note 10, at 220, Ayllon and Anis do not specify. the Der,
ventage of patients on their ward clinically capable of exercising ground privileges, but
Attliowe and Brainier, in their report on a token economy for throttle prychoties at the
Palo Alto, Veterans Administration hospital, estitnate that fully 40% og their patients
could, Without difficulty, leave the ward unescorted. Atthowe & Krasner, Netiminary Re'
port on the, .4yylleatiett of Contingent Reinforcement PrOCOdUreli reaCti /Monorail) on aport

Psychiatric Ward, J, or AnitOtttiAL Psychology 87, 85 (1908), Any scheme
that matted such_patients to purchase ground privileges would pregame* ran afoul
of uovitipton and Wyatt,
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Which outright release from the institution is conditioned upon the accumula-
tion of a set nutither of tokens or points."

Wyatt Is obviously a decision of extraordinary detail and specification, per
haps because of comprehensive stipulation among the parties and atnici,90
Nonetheless, the case 91 is fully consistent with the trend of legal- thought:92
Because the distinct direction of legal thinking bears so heavily on traditional
tactics for the behavior modification of chronically psychotic behavior, it is im-
portant to examine closely certain particulars of the psycholegal conflict and
their implications and to point, if possible, to a proper path for future legal
and therapeutic development.

M.ANALYSIS AND IMPLICATIONS

The important question of the therapeutic or non-therapeutic nature of insti-
tutional labor is unfortunately far more complex than would be indicated by
the black or white treatment it has received from both legal and psychological

"A token economy program in New York which involves civilly committed narcotic
addict:; presumably hinges releaseor at least eligibility for release considerationopen
the accumulation of 936 points. Glickstnan, Ottemanelli & Cutler, The ZartfYourWay
Credit System: Use of a Token Economy in Narcotic Rehabilitation, 6 INT'L J, or TIM
AmicTioNti 525-27 (1971). To the extent that the point accumulation system does not
mash squarely with statutory or clinical criteria for release, such a system presents se-
rious questions regarding the unwarranted deprivation of liberty. The only saving grace
for the described program scents to be that its patients are released after an average
stay of 4 months, whereas committed addicts not on the earnyourway token system
are confined for an average of 7.5 months. Id. at 528. See also Atthowe, Ward 113 Pro.
grant : Incentives and Costs --A Manual For Patients 5, 10. (Veterans Ad., Palo Alto
1904) (before patient can be eligible for 90day trial visit, must be in Group A for 30
daYs, and it costs 120 tokens to enter Group A, assuming there is an opening).

w Wyatt v, Stiekney, 344 10, Sapp, 373, 375-76 (M,D, Ala, 1972) (Bryce and Searcy
Hospitals).

"Another, somewhat less precise, legal problem facing token economies may exist in
the confusion between activities that constitute target responses and those that consti.
tote relnforeers. More speelfleally, different token economies niny classify the same activ7
ity differently. For example!, chronic patients at the Palo Alto Veterans Administration
Hospital corned tokens for attending group aetbities, recreational events, and movies
(which were viewed as target behaviers), Whereas Anna State Hospital patients had to
expend tokens to attend similar activities (which were viewed as reinforcers). Compare
Atthowe, supra note 89, at 7, with ToKEN EcONotYpra note 16, at 226. In view of

Wthe emerging constitutional right to treatment (see Wyatt v. Stickney, 325 P. Supp. 781
(M.D. Ala. 1971)1, it seems problematic at best to charge for psychotherapy sessions, as
at Anna State Hospital and Richmond State Hospital, particularly when so few patients
seem willing to expend tokens to attend such sessions, Tomas PleosoMt 66-67,
226, 234 ; Narrol, supra note 51, at 108-09. Indeed, even the previously mentioned ac
tivitiessuch as recreational events and moviestnay have significant therapeutic value
(and may fall within the scope of the right to treatment) in reducing boredom, !meas
ing interaction and, in the ease of movies, in. providing a vicarious experience for learn.
ing or modeling appropriate social behavior. See BANDVAA, supra note 4, at 17 -82,

It can be easily contended, therefore, that therapy sessions, recreational events,
movies, writing materials (to in grease contact with the world outside) and other items
and events ought to be provided, as part and parcel of the right to treatment, on an
absolute, noneontingent basis. Cf, Covington v. Harris, 419 F.2d 617. 625-26 (D.C. Cir,
19119). Interestingly, however, even the honcontingent ready availability of such thera
Inmate items and events may be insufficient to arouse interest in them on the part of a
highly apathetie patient population, A possible solution is to convert important thera
peutie activities into token earning target. responses, as Atthowe did in Palo Alto. In
psychological terms, su':h a course of action requires "considering the selection of a
reinforcer as a response to be strengthened." Aylion & Atria, Rethforeer Sampling:
Technique for Increasing the Behavior of Mental Patients, V. 1 of APPLIkb BliffArtoit
ANALYSIS 13. 14 (1908). In legal terms, We seem to have developed a neW category of
" reinforced rights."Those with liolfeldlan hangups might wish to construct a Spectrum of patient rights
and correlative hospital obligationsalong the line of privileges (dispensed or with
held by hospital discretion), contingent rights (legitimate primary reinforcers mandato
Hp available by token purchase), rights (available absolutely and ttoneontingently), and
reinforced rights (target responses which can be engaged in as a matter of right and
Which will be reinforced by tokens)

W. fil.tio Spats, Civil Liberties and Mental Illnesit, 7 Cteist. L. Bum, 101 (1071).
Pee CAL. WDLI, & Tsar's.: Copt § 5325 (West Suppe 1971). Rae also PHYVDTATItte
.IthtvIcs Plmmer, supra note 1, at 225-26 (draft legislation prepared by Center for
Study of Responsive Law). The legislative developments occasionally cover ground
not touched by Wyatt, The California statute, for °temple, gives patients the right
"to have ready access to letter writing materials, including stamps , CAL. Wst,r,
& tsa.NP. Comm I 5325(e), and the statutory proposal of the 'Center for Study of
Responsive TAW states, explieity, that patients are "to, be given adequate u,!riting
paper, penells. envelopes and statnti." See PaVelitATItic 3118TICH Pito.faT 225. Indeed,
the .failure of these detailed statutes to over some of the more bask rights--0kb
as food and bedsMust be attributed to an assumption on behalf of the draftsmen
that such rights Were beyond dispute or beyond denial in practice,
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quarters, For instance, Ennis's initially attractive and easy-to-apply rule of
thumbthat types of patient labor performed at public but not at private hos-
pitals should be presumed cost-saving rather than therapeutic 03simply can-
not withstand close scrutiny. Tunis's formula is undermined by the clinical
and socio-economic differences between private and public hospital. patients,
Private hospital- patients are typically skilled, of adequate means, and in the
hospital for a short stay. Chronic psychotics at state institutions are almost-
Invariably persons who have been hospitalized and unemployed for long pe-
Hods of time ; they are overwhelmingly poor, unskilled, of advanced age, and
likely to suffer considerable stigmatization upon release from the hospitql.04

Given this eharacterization of chronic mental patients, combined or course
with apathy, dependency, and institutionalization, ambitious employment op-
portunities for released chronics are virtually out of the question.05 Indeed,
when viewed from that perspective, together with the fact that work of almost
any kind is probably superior to idleness in offsetting apathy, a wide range Of
institutional work activities have both therapeutic value and. realistically ap-
proximate future employment goals. For example, Ayllon and Azrin noted
:about their patients at Alma State Hospital;

"Almost all of the patients in the programmed environment were from rural
or lower-class communities. They were all females. Most were housewives prior
to admission and presumably would continue to be so after discharge, Their
advanced age and their limited formal education indicated that if they were to
be employed, they could hold only non-skilled positions. The target behaviors
for these individuals seemed, therefore, to be the various performances in-
.volved in housekeeping and in unskilled employment .90

Further evidence that the motivation behind establishing such target behav-
iors is indeed therapeutic rather than simply cost-saving can be gleaned from
several facts and from examples where cost-saving was not in issue. One Vet-
erans Administration program for discharged chronics, for instance, provides
patients with token-earning formal classes in shopping, washing, ironing and
Iuendiug eicting, and related tasks.07 Moreover, in one of the few reported in-
stances where released Orontes managed to adjust successfully to a form of
community life and to remain employedGeorge Fairweather's project where
released patients lived and worked together in a semiautonomous community
Labe 08the nature of the employment was perfectly consistent with training
provided by stainlard institutional tasks.

When the group of patients in Fairweather's project was about to leave the
hospital for the community, for example, it originally planned on opening a
restaurant, the bulk of positions to consist of "cook, assistant cook, dish-
washer, busboys, waiters and cashier." 00 Eventually, however; the men settled
on janitorial work and gardening as their source of income, but even those
jobs were performed inadequately lc* until the men received specific training for
the work.10t And in a successful project conducted by one of Fairweather's asso-
ciates and patterned after that model, but involving both sexes of chronic pa
tients, community employment followed a strikingly similar coarse; "Men
worked at golf courses and other such places in teams doing gardening, land-

93 Ennis, Liberties and Mental illness, 7 Crust. L. rm. un, 128 (1371)..
tit TOKEN SeoNOMY, Rom note 16, at 54' LIANounA, supra note 4, at 278,

See also Lloyd & Abel, Perfor:dee on a Token ledonotnn Psychiatrio Ward: A. Two
Year Summary, S litatAv. fine, & TtimItAtit 1, 8 (1070) Spiegler, The Use of a School
Model and Contingency Management in a Day Treatment Pro rata for Psychiatric Out.
hnttents _S (paper presented at Rocky Mountain Psychological Association Convention,
Denver, colored°, May 1971).

E.g., O. rAIRWEATIIMI, 1). SANDERS, 13. MAvsAtto, D, CROMER, & D, BUCK, COM.
SIENITY Loon TEE NIFINTALLV AN AtirkitnkrivE INSTITUTIoNAL CARE 2,07
(10001 thereinafter cited as Consttistit Litt], Indeed, the relapse rate for released
chronics is so high and employment prospects are so dint that some toMMelitatOrti
have questioned hospital release as an appropriate therapeutic goal, See Lloyd & Abel,
supra note 94, at 8.

14 TOUR Lleosomr, supra note 10, at 54.
Spiegler, supra note 94,_at_4.

is CoSt HUN vri, B. PASAMANicit. 1r. EleARPirrt, & 5, MITZI ScitiZolltintNica
IN THE ColISIVNITV t AN ENDERIAIIINTAI, STUDY IN THE PREVENTION or HoSPITALISATtoti
(1997).

CostmttNITY Lull 40.
km Id, at S.
lot Id. et 50 -Si, 114.
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Heaping, and groundskeeping work. The women worked in groups at Several
nursing homes, as well as in motels and restaurants in the local area," a"

From these examples, it should be apparent that many forms of institutional
labor, even though concededly costsaving, prevent apathy and prepare patients
for life, however marginal,10' on the outside, If the perforMance of therapeutic
institutional labor by patients is to be encouraged, however, certain safeguards
should perhaps be required to insure that no patient becomes indispensable to
leis supervisor, a possibility which might result in the patient's continuation on
the job beedming more important to the staff than his welfare, his treatment,
or even his discharge. Administrative precautions taken in the Anna State
Hospital.' progront-',Y,tiay prove instructive as legal guidelines: Ay llon and Azrin

'insisted Upon periodic jobrotation a" and, moreover, established a firm rule that
"no patient:4OS ever allowed to obtain '11 position for Which she alone was

lqualified."1" instead, "a position was established only when several patients
yere known, to be capable of tilling that position." "6

given certain safeguards, voluntary '"' institutional labor by chronic pa-
tients is to be. encouraged, what of Wyatt',, minimum wage mandate? Such a
mandate, besides vitiating any costsaving, benefits of patient performance,
might cause serions'coMplicaVions. FirSt, it Will inevitably divert scarce legisla
tint appropriations away. from other hospital and therapeutic Uses.:Second, a
minimum wage requirement luny encourage the hospitaland indeed the en-
couragement may be compounded by union and community pressureto fill its
institutional positions with perManent outsiders instead of with patients, per-
haps leaving tie patients to pursue less therapeutic activities 108 In other words,
a Minimum wage, requirement may possibly result in greater expenditures for
less effective therapy.

. Thus,.although compensating all institutional tasks with the minimum wage
appears to be an attractive goal, it is clear that several majar problems might
be created by that requirement.'"Uakcipar, too, that various safeguards short

' td, at 832. That costsaving and therapeutic labor are not necessarily mutually ex.
elusive concepts was recognized in &ninon v, Mune, 355 P.2d 129 (20 .Cir. 1906), Note
that the therapeutic or nontherapentic nature of particular institutional work assign
ments mny well vary among clinical groups. Just ns these tasks may be therapeutic
from the perspective of public hospital chronic -patients but not for private hospital pa-
flouts see text acconipanying note 97 supra, so too the work may be therapeutic or
chronic Atate hospital patients init not necessarily for prisoners or, particularly, for PP
venile delinquentswho -seemingly need nendemic proficiency to achieve vocational 'Hue..
Betts in their long lives ahead for more than they need training in janitorial work. Of,.
Buss ins, supra note 4, at 278. In fact the entire legal analysis of token economies
should probabl very with different clinical populations. For instance,- the law would
probably view the privacy- claim that a roomdivider screen ought to be provided as. an
absolute right. (rather than merely be available as a contingent reinforcer) for differ.
Maly in the context of dormitory.style living for th.e adult mentally ill than in the con-
text of n juvenile institution, But see Wyatt-v. Stickney, 844 P. Stipp. 887,,404 (MD,'
Ala, 1972) (Partlow Hospital) ((icreens or curtains mandated in nn institution. for men.

'tally retarded children and adults), Further, resort to certain reinforeers.mny be argue+
bly necessary to encourage appropriate behavior among one clinical group, but be num
essnry to induce the target behavior among n different clinical category,- Consider. in
that connection, the tichmond State Hospital scheme of treating noupsyebotie alcoholcs
in a manlier very similar to the way other token economy progratiis treat chronic pap
choties.

103 (1f,:e0Mhtttril7q Lti.x, sispret note 95. nt 337, In view of the traditionally astounding
speed:. relapse rates for the great majority of discharged chronic patients, BArtntlibti
Rupro.tiote 4, at 209, marginality in the outside community seems, at least for the near
future, to be an acceptable goat

P.Potctis ECONOMY, At/pm note 10, nt 202.
tK hl, at 201.
l(W.S

101 Teti's' vntuntnry work would lissome, of couree, that no battle rights food, beds,
ground privileges; privacywere made contingent upon performance.

" A etIvIt Wu are less therapentie if the Ring they train are, riot Marketable in Pie mitt
side 'Mere is no point in using the hospital setting to build up "socially
adaptive belinviOrs if one cnn expect that the environment the patient is placed in after
release does not Oise reword those behaviors. See generally, TottoN 11CoNcittY, supra note
10, nt 40-54,

los Another possible difficulty' with Mandating _a minimum wage is that it imposes an
external 'cite on the token econoiny find May upset the ii,vstein's delicate economic bole.
ance,Am-lneentiye system, etc, Winkler, who has studied the economies of token -eeonO,
mks, has eOtteltided that token systems constitute subtle and intricate etionotnie Wide!.
which parallel rettmelmbiy the, economic system of the outside world. Winkler, The Retio
voice of neaft0Otte8 Thearti and Peohnotoyll to .7'okeit Reinforoement Systems, 9 tintiAV.
Rms. & ItititiAtit 81 (1071), In the AY110n and Arlin token economy, for ettlituple, the
token relltes of the, various positions wete met by etnteepte of eutinly .11tni demand,-
iroltmS EcOnont 204, A minimum wage reinforcer for all Ito/Mitel positions4.0ett if
vended to token syeteft, with different tioinbers Of tokens available for different ail,
signments, .would sure!, have proieund influence the preexisting incentive system,
tee Oa Hegel & Winkler, Ilshanlorat Ilsonntnisal Areas, of Cooperative fiesearell Se+
!wen Saonatniet and Applied Delfoototal Analysts, 5 obi Atietitie 13t7ii0tOn AsALYSIS
885 (1072).
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of the minimum wage can be invoked to prevent patient Peonage, and that vol..
untary patient labor can probably be encouraged either by monetary rewards
somewhat below the minimum wage or by whatever other reinforcers satisfy
the Wyatt test,

But In many respects the work and wage question is secondary to the clues-
Hon of legally acceptable and psychologically effective reinforcers, If adequate
appropriations were available, if Conimunity residents did not threaten to dis-
place patients in the institutional labor force, and if certain other kinks could
be ironed .. out,, I" few objections would be raised to specillying the minimum
wage as a legally required reinforcer for patientperformed hospital 'Work as-
signments. Indeed, it monetary rewards, whether of minimum wage propor-
lions or not, were sufficient to induce patient work performance, that would be
a small price to pay to strengthen target behaviors,

The Major problem faced by the token economy is the current trend towards
expansion of the category of protected inmate interests. The law, relying on
concepts such as freedom and dignity, would require, for example, that all pa-
tients be accorded minimal levels of privacy and comfort, To the behaVioral
psychologist, who operates from the premise of determinism, philosophical no-

Aim. of "freedom" and "dignity" are irrelevant: 1" Rather, the psycholOgist .

views privacy. or-comfort as no more than useful tools which he can inanipu-
late to Make a psychotic's .behavior more appropriate and socially 'adaptive --a
goal which presumably all agree is in the best interest of both the patient and
the society, In- the psychologist's .view it would surely be an ironic tragedy if,
in the name of an illusory ideal such as freedom, the law were to deny the
therapist the only effective tools he has to restore the chronic psychotic to his
healthand his place in the community.

Wyatt MN poses a painful dilemma.. The behavior modifier, suggests that
chronic sychotics respond initially to only the most primitive reinforcers, and,
therefore, only their contingent availability can motivate -development of so-
chilly adaptive behavior.'" It follows, the behaviorists claim, that if the basics
are made freely available as rights rather than as reinforcers, chronic psychot-
104 may be destined to spend. their lives functioning- poorly in an institutional
setting, whereas if those basic rights are converted into contingent reinforcers,
there may be a real prospect of clinical improvement and discharge,'"

If the empirical evidence supported the claim that token economies relying
on primitive reinforcers worked very well with chronic patientsthat, for ex...
ample, virtually all patients improved dramatically and were able to earn the
reinforcers required for a decent existence or if the evidence demonstrated
that no less drastic means could accomplish similar resultsa reevaluation of
the emerghig law might very Well be in order. But a review of the pertinent
literature suggests the behavior. modification proponents may have difficulty
Sustaining a burden of proof with respect to those matters.

rirst of all, while Most token economy outcome studies' report faVorable
sults,114. the successes are far from overwhelming. Even in a project as dra-
matte as the Anna State hospital study, eight of the 44 subject patients were
basically unresponsive to the program,'" and success for the remaining patients

Snell as the Impact of a minimum wage requirement on the economic incentive eye-
te of the hospital, Hee discussion in note 109 supra,

uI :APO 14, SICINNEIL 1311YOND VitithoNt AND DIGNITY (1071),
o., IIANDUltA anal 'MINN ticosomv 209,

Ittl At first blush tin behaviorist position seems to clash with the data provided
It. Wing, who found that the clinical states of schizophrenic patients at three different
hospitals correlated closelyand positivelwith the respective hospital polleies on pat
ent rights and liberty, Wing. Evaittating Community Care for Elohtoophronfe Patients 44
the United inpilont, iii Costsiusin psvciffArav 188. 147-57 (Anchor ed.. 14 Roberts,
14, M. Loeb, rds, 1909), Wing's analysis may possibly be reconciled with the
behaviorist contention, Nest, it tint entirely clear from Wing's study that patients
were assigned to the three hospitals on a random basis, and if

Wing's
Were not, it causal

between patient rights and clinical states could not conclusively be inferred.
even01 If it could, the connection could Well be liMited to instances Where contif14

gooey funaagetnetit systems are absent, other worts, it tnny be that it is far inore
the ntpentie to provide patients with certain priVileges almolutely than it IS tO denY
thorn those privileges absolutely, but that it is better still to provide the privileges on a
contingent has's,

I" See, .eg Grim) Mom, Token Beonomy Program Ileatuation With Untreated
Control 'tram Comparfliong) 9 lidttAV. MS, & THERAPY 187 (1971) (summarising results
achieved by other researchers),

1"01401t1IN ECONtiAtV supra note 10, nt 20_1), coS chic Lloyd & Abel. Performance on a
Taken Ileotiomy Pallehiatrie Word: A Two Year ennimarp, S f3SIIAV. Itss, 1,

(19701 (at least 10 of n2 patients remained predominantly in the lowest group, Which
was a dosed Ward, throughout the Ohm of the study).

te1: .c$
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was measured solely by their work output,"' When jtalged, by release. data.
rather than by measures of work outptit,dectensed allatlf,4"7 or improved-
,ical state,"° results of,:token economy systems With chronic psYchoties have net
been eneouraging. Even in the Atthowe 'anti Krasner projeet at the Iaio Alto
Veterans Administration hospital, which reported a 4011hillig, of the 'discharge
rate, 11 of the 24 released patients returned to the hospital within 9
nionths,119 a more rapid relapse than is normally .totindin studies of Chronic.
Patients,'" .

We must also consider whether the -reaffits achieve by' ttilten:,ecenolnies
whatever they may becould be matched or sarphised by less drastic meanest
Information is wanting, perhaps in part because ehaVior modifiers have not
employed reinforcers other than the basics in standard. use. It may oe,, for ex-
ample, that creative observation of patient behavior preferences would reveal
frequent behavior patterns, other than basic behailora, which could be Utilized
as reinforcers, Also, although it is an impure teclutiqUe according to orthodox
behaviorism, another practical approach is simply to tisk the patients what
they would like to possess or to do.'"

By exploring .creatively for reinforcers, it is likely that therapiSts: conic' ctst.',
struet a list of idiosyncratic objects and activities-inali order catalogue
items,'" soft-boiled rather than standard htirdbolled eggS,04 aptl , .fteding
kittens 126 are actual clinical examplesthat could be made .4VallabW.eontiri...
gently in order to strengthen appropriate target responses. 'Moreover; te the e*,
tent that effective reinforcers are in fact idiosyneratie,, it follows almost by. dell;
nition that . their contingent availabiliy could not conflict With the legally
emerging absolute general rights of patients,

A system of. positive behavior modification based heavily on idlosyncritie
reinforcers might be clinically as Well. as legally superior, 13Sychologists
ploying such systems*" have been able to devise individual treatment. plans as
miring each patient independent diagnostic and therapeutic attention."

, ,

motiven the drastic deprivations at Patton State did not produce speetacitlar results.
Schaefer. supra note 44, at 82, Schaefer did, however, claim some spectacular results In
an ltulteidualkeed positive reinforcement program, where a behavior modification plan.:is
tailored to each patient's particular problems, Id. at 83-86, Individualizatibn will he
discussed further in .text

117 Schaefer & Martin, Behavioral Therapy for "Apathy" of Hospitalized Soltizophretlide,
19 PaVettoLoateAL ItOPotvra 1147 (1900), .liS Gem) & Memo, supra note 114,

11U Attowe & ICramher, Pre/hat/tarp. Report on Me Application of Contingent ReinfOred-:
meat Procedures (Token &cooing). on a "Chronic" Psychiatric Ward, 78 3, AationN1Af,
Psych. 37, 40 (1908),
:1241"Results based on follow-tip studies disclose that approximately 70 percent of

'chronic patiente who are discharged from mental hospitals return within 18 months re'
gardless of the type of treatment received during the period Of 'hospitalisation," Mali,'
DultA, supra note 4, at 209.

121 In fact, token economy programs Mer considerably among themselves with regard
to the nature of deprivations and contingent reinforcers resorted to, Vor instance, food
and beds were subject to purchase at Patton State Hospital but were rioneoritingently
available at Anna Stew Hospital, Further, patients in certain programs are able to earn
tokens for engaging in activities which would cost tokens In other programs, See diseueeon in note 93, supra, Unfortunately,

reinforcers,
however, because reports of token economy pro.

grams are often inadequate in their description of reinforcers, and bedause they often
Measure success according to different criteria inferences of comparative efficacy are dif
fictilt to draw, leaving our knowledge rather incomplete with respect to the therapeutic
necessity of resorting to the more drastic reitiforeers,

10 'Phis teeliniete is "impure" because, unlike the Premaek principle, it relies on verbal
expressions of Intention to ascertain preferred behavior, and the match Is not always a
perfect one. Ayllon and Amen resorted to the technique to a limited Welt, Tottnit
ncoNostY 07-72, To help insure that a patient Will re rain from requesting items that
he does not in fact deeply desire, a down payment of a specified 'number of tokens can
he required at the time of the request, Id. at 71-72,

Tom*: ileosoMV, supra note 10, at 69,
114 td, at OS,
mAtiliowe & Krasner, supra note 110, at 38.
1'41 My.' Mulder, supra nee. 44, at 83-86' (Patton State Hospital Individualized

!levier modification program far more spectacular than its general token economy pro.
grain Spiegler, supra note 94.

I121 In the Patton State Hospital pre gram, individual problem areas Included Sating
. problems, grooming habits, and hallucinatory behavior, Schaefer, supra note 44, at
33-30. Note that under an individualised program, it would not be patientl to have
"some people paying While, others are paid to play table games, , # 41 Spiegler, sapra
note 044, at 8. Stich an individualized approach may solve the legal problem posed by
the fact that some token economies treat as reinforce% activities Which Others treat as
target responses, See discussion of the problem in note 91 8140M, Of, TOMOS 11COSOMY
10-11 (visitors, ground privileges, recreatit411 activities not desired by certain chronic
patients),
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But individualized treatment plans, required by "Wyatt ". and perhaps part
of the emerging right to treatment," are not incompatible with the operation
of wardwide or hospitalwide general treatment systems designed to overcome
general patient problems such as indecisiveness., dependency, or apathy, In
fact, the most fruitful combination might be to combine individualized treat.
Mont programs with an efficient, easy-toadminister general therapeutic
system.13° If, however, the criteria for a successful system is efficacy with the
least drastic deprivations' possible, it appears that token economies for chronic
psychotics may well finish no better than second best,1

SPecilleallY, although it may not be determinative, the work of George Pair-
weather is highly relevant here.'" Though he speaks the language of social
psychology and of small group theory rather than the language of behaviorism
and learning theory,- Fairweather relies in part on principles of behavior 11441
*talon, and his work is discussed prominently in texts on that subject."' But
his study was bottomed on the belief, that chronics, . to survive outside, must
acquire problemsolving and --deeisioff-Making skills, and on the knowledge that

. small cohesive groups can effectively control the behavior of their members."'
Patients-were divided into mail task groups with monetary and pass privi-
!egos awarded according to 'the level of responsibility each individual attained,
.The Money privileges for the most part caine from personal funds of the pa-
tients who participated in the programs, The amounts of money and number of
pasSes Were set up in advance for each .of four .progressivd levels .of aehieve.,
inent, The task group as a unit .became responsible for the progress Of its

members through the four designated steps, Step one involved Per-
Sontil,. care, punctuality on assignments, and cooperation in the orientation of
now-MeMbers, Step two required, in addition, acceptable Work on the job as.
signinent. Bequirements- in step three Were individualized, with patients re-
sponsible for recommending the level of their own rewards. In step four the

;'. patient had responsibility for his aperture plans, and had unlimited- rights. to
-withdrawal of Money and passes, In step one the patient- received ten dollars
and a one day pass each week ; in step two he received fifteen dollars per
week andan overnight pass every other week'" -

The task group was responsible for dealing with patient problems and for
recommending to .the staff the level of pass and monetary privileges. deserved

. by each-patient member, Patient task group recommendations were considered
weekly by a staff committee'" To establish cohesive and wellfunctioning
grotips,. Fairweather would at times advance or detnote the group as a unit"?

.Fairweather found that over time pride in group achievement appeared to
become2-,L'inote important motivator than money or .passes.1". Leaders emerged

igtwyatt V, Stickney, 344 I% Stipp, 873, 884 (41), Ala, 1072) (Bryce and Searcy

. Ls) The Right to Treatment, 40 A.B.A,J. 400 (1900) s Rouse V. Oatn
&on, 1373. V,2d 401 (D.C. Cir..1000).

''See Deviser', Appraisal of Behavior Modification Techniques with Adults in Menu.
Hanoi Settings, ih. BEHAVIOR THERAPY APPRAISAL AND STATUS 257 (c, Franks ed,
1009) 1.Atthowe & Krasner, supra note 110, at 41,

in rim empirical evidence he convincing. See CoMsitiNtTV tan, supra note 95 I
Aoctir, ParcuoLcier is TRIIATIND IVENTAti IbLESIIS EXPilittiaihnAt4 APPRoAull (0.
Folrwenther ed, 11104) [hereinafter cited as BOOM PSYcHOLoOtl.

See references in note 131 supra,
AfA, BANbifii4, Supra note 4, at 20071, 275-78,

in In this cohileetio, Minium cites en interesting unpuhlghed report where the re
searchers "studied the amount of disruptive classroom displayed by a child in
the absence of any special reinforcement and during subsequent periods when either she
alone earned five points, or she and her immediate peers each earned one point for her
commendable behavior, It is interesting to note that the child's activities

only
More

effectively. controlled under the peer contingency even though it produced only otle4ifth
of the amount of reinforcement provided on the individual bests, Apparently, through
the group reward, change Agents were able to 'Whit. the Deere' aid to modifying the nee
haVior of their companion," BANDUltA 281,SoeAI. INVvitot.otIV 30, ValvWelttliev's pvkleet was conducted at a Veteran n AdInfillg
tratlou Hospital, and the patients were presumably drawing psychiatric
fits, which is where the monetary rewards utilised in the experiment came from, ,Note,
however, that even If this money were provided by the hospital, rather than . from the
patients' own sources, the total expenditure would probably be far.less than if the Pa,
tient labor, were Mandritority compensated by the minimum wage. For comments on the
possible disincentives 'to recovery provided by disability compensation surely a fruitful
topic for psycho,legal investigationsee spiemer, supra note 04, at 0; Davison, supra
note 130, at 257,Ind Snout, tisicitoLooV, supra note at, at 40-41. The matt committee could of course
amend or reject the suggestions, Id.

131 Id. at 173,
Id, at 189.
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In the chronic psychotie groups as well as in other clinical categories,m and
the program was it therapeutic success : As compared with a control group sub-
jected to traditional hospital therapy (not a token economy), the small group
patients showed significantly less pathological behavior,'" greater social inter-
itetion,141 and greater participation during. meetings,'" Moreover, the small
groUp program substantially reduced hospitalization, "" When combined with an
after-care program involving a voluntary living arrangement in a semlauton
omous (and eventually autonomous) community lodge, the Fairweather' system
achieved the long-awaited goal of adequate employment and community adjust-
mat for discharged chronic psychotics,'" Fairweather thus produced hums-
sive results with chronic psychotics in an environment clearly "less drastic" In
deprivation than any of the traditional token economies. Obviously, Fairweath-
er's patients were provided with food and beds, Further,..the ward was open
and patients had complete access to the hospital grounds."'._ The ward was
equipped with it television set, table games, magazines and the like, "" anti
freely available activities included library reading, movies, dances and
bowling."'

Most of these privileges were available only by purchase in the token -econ-
omy programs. Yet a Patient at the bottom of Fairweather's hierarchy was
provided, without a work assignment, not only with these privileges, but also
with ten dollars and a one day pass each week. Indeed, life at the lowest level
of Fairweather's ladder- compares favorably with the conditions at adVaticed
levels in some token systems.us.

Fairweather's approach, then, seems preferable to token economies on sev-
eral counts, First and foremost, his small group system has yielded impressive
results which are unmatched by token systems. Second, while' token systems
deprive patients of basic comforts in their reliance on primitive reinforcers,
Fairweather employs only money and passes."' Third, Fairweather's apPronith
is thoroughly oriented tewrd release and conununity adjustment, find he rec-
ognizes that once cohesive groups have been formed in the hospital, "an imme-
diate move to the community Is essential.'3'1 Finally, rnirw.enther's beituViot
.141111111111111

v" Id. at 181, 283. The patients in Pairwen titer's study constituted a heterogeneous
population and varied considerably in degree of chronicity, but the various task grams
surely had' their share of. chronic lisychoties. Id. at 83. And rairweather's follow-up

. community adjustment project involved almost exclusively chronic patients. COMMONtr?
Wu, supra note 05, at 82, 238. It seems, then, that a comment made by Davison .that
Fairweather's study did not Involve chronic psychotics, is simply erroneous. Davison,:
atipra note 130, at 257, As an aside, it should be noted that Fairweather's study of het-
.erogetteotts groups yielded fascinating findings regarding the ideal clinietil Mit:titre re
Mitred in. small groups to produce firstrate decisionmaking. SOCIAL PsYcllotoot, supra
note 131, at 103; 209,

10 SOCIAL PaYetiOLOGY, supra note 131, at di,
141 Id. at 70, 283,
tit! /17. lit 89,

,e1 119Id, at 108,
144 Cost sttiNerV 14W5, When ,unaccompanied bk n noliesitte.gemiu aftercare ateangtenietit,

however, chronic patients who, had participated in the small group program prior to dis
charge had a high relapse rate, as do citron-les generally, SOCIAL PAYCHOLOGY 108.

10 sinew. litivelfoLooY 32,
to ht, at 441,
SIT td. at 153, It is not clear whether Fairweather's patients were provided With such

items an mamba or persottal lockers, but it IS clear that those Items Were either avail-
able or itnaVeilitille notteonthigeitt/y: that is, it is not the ease, as was true at Anna
State. Hospital,. that they were available only to those able to purchase them. Benito .)
Fairweather did not employ those items as reittforeers, his thertipetttie system would
neeiniitaly be unaffected by n requirement, such nm enunciated in Wyatt, that all pa-
tints be given those items as n Matter of absolute right.

us alai fleece, TORVIM Joe RIPOVei'll) till Am. 3, NtitintNn 1709, 1802 i1090) idis-
missing conditions for the "middle group" at Patton State Ilaspitalt Lloyd tk.. Abet
Porformonoo mu a Token goOttoott, Peffillutotrio Ward: A 1'mo Year Summary, .8 tisttAv.

littintAPV 1. 5 (1970) (discussing conditions for "(!rem) It" at Idaho's State
tioanitat North) t Ntirrol, neeporitoo»tot ;d0iptleation of ReinfOreomeitt Prinoipton to the
Ahatyen and Preattnetit of liotipttottted Alcoholics) 28 Q. J. our STiltuks ON Atroitob
103, 108 (1007) (discussing steps 8 and 4 at Itiehmond State Hospital), Pee also text
aceOnManying notes 52-54 supra.

ila Viilewenther's contingent puss 110166 may nese a nuestfon in light of the require.
meta of Covington V. Harris, 419 F,2(1 017 (2).C, Cir. 1900), that patients 1)6 provided
with as much liberty as is clinieally nppaprinte. But the fact that even loWest Wel pa.
tleata are entitled In the loalfwentiter system to one (ley .Pass per week may alleviate
Covington. objections, especially if the contingent nVailability of pnsses above and be
pond one per week are Amyn empitleally to constitute powerful motivators, But Whet.
(Wet flovIntItott problem may exist could, of course, be vitiated entirely if monetary re
Wards alone were found to be sufficient reinforcers, ns future research Might indeed
show,

lao SoctAt, 21sveitottiov, R110(1 note 131, at 0.
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modification model emphasizes the development of confidence and decisionmak,
ing ohility rather than performance of assignments. For whatever it is worth,
FattWeather's system may be ethically or at least .emotionally more palatable
than the manipulative techniques of the token economies.

CONCLUSION

Thilrweather'sWall group model, with its rich results and rather minor dep-
rivations, poses a serious threat to token econothies. If further studies con-
tinue to indicate that, except in extreme circumstances, token economies for
chronic psychotics resort to more drastic deprivations than other therapies
without producing better1esults,ab' it is likely that token systeMs will soon find
themselves subject to both legal and behavioral extinction.

Indeed, if the law's general direction in the patient rights area proceeds un-
interrupted, token ecunondes.thay well become legally unavailable even if they
are therapeutically superior to other approaches. That is because the develop-
ing law is creating new patient rights unaware that these rights wilt under-0111

One .possible exception is the most extremely regressed cases who fail wider all
other techniques. Even under Vairwenther's system for example, it Is probably true, us
he admits, Soati. VsvagoLoax 172, that some patients may be Unresponsive, and It is
certainly, possible that, for those patients, idiosyncratic reinforcers Will be undiscovera-
ble ithwoekable, For them, the fields of law and psychology must. face The issue
whether, to the hopes of therapeutic oliCe0103, basic and primitive items and activities
should be used as reinforcers, If the answer is affirmative, certain safeguards should be
built into the legal structure to insure that decisions to invoke the traditional token
eeenomy model are made only after full consideration and only in rare instances, For
example, demonstrated ineffectiveness of the Fairweather and idiosyncratic systems
could be a legal prerequisite to reliance on the traditional token technique. .Slich- an nu-
proach, which may create an additional Incentive for patients to succeed within the
Fairiventher Rheum and accordingly avoid the more distasteful ordeal of a standard
token system, would insure that basic rights are not converted to contingent reinforcers
for the bulk of chronic psychotics for whom that appears unnecessary and, a fortiori,
for other clinical categories, such as juvenile delinquents and nonpsyehotic alcoholics,
who presumably can be motivated by nonprimitive reinfurcers Which fall without the
prohibitions of Wyatt and related legal -mandates, In effect, if reliance on reinforcers
falling below the iVyatttype baseline are to be resorted to, such a druidic Belittle of
positive token reinforeement ehould .be propetily deemed "aversive" for legal -purpoks
and should as closely as possible, emerging legal restrictions on aversive therapy.
Hopefully, one such restriction will be. the "less drastic means" rationale. Cl, BANDURAI
81pro note 4, at 551 (complaining that "exceedingly noxious procedures are occasionally
employed even though they produce no greater changes than stimuli In much weaker in.
tensities") SchWitsgebel, supra note 2, at, 271) (alcoholics. have been treated With dras
tie drugs musing respiratory arrest,. even though "Mite results , . are not clearly bet
ter than with -emetics."). A requirement of informed consent is also emerging in the
aversive therapy area, tag., Wyatt V. Stickney, 344 P. Sum ,373# 380 (M.D. Aln. 1072)
(Bryce and Seamy -Hospital)], but that 'requirement may linve an awkward application.
th the token economy' siren it is easy to imagine homosexual or alcoholic patients eon-
smiting to aversive techniques hopes of securing desired behatioral improvement, but
it is far more difficult to imagine an npathetic long-term patient, almost by definition
unconeerned about his clinical state and his future, voluntarily, ;2onsenting to forgo the
standard benefits of hospital life in favor of treatment tinder which these -benefits would
be available only by piddles°. Surely, even if. informed consent were given by, such a
patient, it might soon be revoked, CA Ex Parte Lloyd,. 13 P. Sum looa ICY.

MO) (addict who volunteered for treatment nod contracted to remain in hospital for
specified time period but later changed his mind could not be.

contracted to remain hospii
u'd fin the specified period) contra, Oretga V, Rime, 201 V. Stipp, 748 (S.D. Ma,

1968). Argilably, informed consent. in a token economy setting could be replaced by an
alternative protective device, such as the informed approval of a indict-ally selected
hninatt rights comMittee chosen from outside the hospital. See, e.g,, Wyatt v. Stickney,
344 P. Supp 887, 400' (M.D. Aln. 1072) (FitrtloW Hospital) (reqltiremelit that aversive
behavior, modification programs involving the mentally retarded "shall reviewed and
appreVed by the institution's Human 'tights CoMmittee and 'shall he conducted only
With the express and informed consent of the affected resident, if the resident is able to
give such consent, Mid of his guardian or next of kin, after opportunities fat' consulta-
tion with independent Specialists and with legal 'Nether, it time limit should
probably be set opt the length of time time token procedure could be invoked, with MVP
Rion for a return to the tioncontlinfent availability of bode benefits for patients snetn
inlay -unresponsive to even the token system, hint elear.clit answers on the extent to
which traditional token economies should be

of
legally as an aversive technique

Mgt await farther development in the .14W Of averniVe therapy itself an area Which .
as hated in the Introduction to this Artiele, is receiving an everiincrensing. amount of
attention from the courts nful the commentators, The Use of aversive techniques raises
squarely. One of the perennial problems of law and research society, will obviously Want
to forbid aversive practices unless they have been demonstrated to he effieneious, but re.
Adareh---, rather than lent prohibition is needed to deMonstrate whether. the ,PrecticeS
are In feet ellienciouti. To the extent that many aversive therapies are obViously experi'
mental in maitre, the Merging legal Mid ethical restrictions regarding experimentation
with lUititnti subjects might to -Ile pertinent in deVisitig a balanced but protective regulne
tory framework for their application, See generally EsetititfitesTATfoft Wait HUMAN
clam es. (1972),
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mine a basic behavior modifleation technique, On the other hand, the behavior
modifiers seem busy constructing token economies unaware that legal develop-
ments may soon call for their demolition.

Forcing these disparate disciplines to take note of each otherobviously the
principle object of this Articleshould be helpful to both of them, Behavior
modification proponents, convinced of the therapeutic indispensability of token
economies for chronic patients, may have reservations about the Fairweather
model, But unless systematic comparative studies of alternative therapies are
performed soon,'" the law will be unable. to incorporate the results in develop-
Mg a sensible package of patient rights, and expected legal developments may
ultimately preclude such studies, 11.1...

4Item

Tao Tom= Conn
Jessica Mitiord, Harpers Magazine, August .1973,. pp. 16-30,Winning criminal

hearts and minds with &U/s, scalpels, and sensory deprivation

Recognition of failure .dawns sloWly in a bureaucracy but dawned it has in
California prison treatment circles, Prison psychiatrists who are willing to
level with reporters admit that they now spend 90-percent. of their time on pa-
perwork, writing up reports for the Adult Authority based on perfunctory an-
nual interviews with prisoners, that "treatment" most .often takes the form of
heavy tranquilization of inmates labeled psychotic as well as those diagnosed
as troublemakers, Group therapy, once hailed as an exciting new technique for
transforming the "deviant personality," is withering on the vine, Nor have the
treatment programs produced the .anticipated docility in the convict popula-
tion l work strikes, hunger strikes, and other forms of protest are now endemic-
througholit the California prisons.

Some disconcerting_ conclusions about the efficacy of treatment are set forth
in fi report to the State Assembly. titled "The, California Prison, Parole, and
.Probation System," It cites an exhaustive study conducted for the Department
of 'Corrections in which the researchers observed gloomily, "Thousands of in-
mates- and hundreds of staff members were participating in this program at
substantial cost to the Departinent of Corrections in time, effort, and money,
Contrary to the expectations of the treatment theory, there were no significant
differences in outcome for those in the various treatment programs or between
the treatment groups and the control group," 'They further reported that group
counseling did not lessen adherence to the inmate code, nor did it reduce the
'frequency of discipline problems,

James 0, Robison, author of the report and longtime researcher for the De-
partment of -Corrections, traced the course of disillusionment, "The high inysa
thine of treatment peaked at the end of the Fifties," he told me, "The idea
took hold in Corrections that at last, through sophisticated techniques of psy-
chotherapy, we have it in our power to transform the deviant and to predict.
with accuracy his future behavior. But in the early Sixties the high priests of
Corrections began a sifting of the entrails, After that, disenchantment and eft-
barrassment set inthe reason was the evident empirical failure of the treat-
Meat programs, as demonstrated by the recidivism rate remaining constant
over the years,

"The rationale for failure Wag always, 'We haven't carried treatment far
enough, there isn't enough of it, it isn't professional enough'in other words,
we need more and better of same, in spite of the fact We've seen it doesn't
Work, Even this reasoning began to break down in the middle Sixties, when
there was more attention paid to the fact nothing, Was happening and More
talk of `Why?'

"What you are likely to gee now is the end of. the liberal treatment erns- -the
notion that you can make convicts into converts of the dominant culture 'relia
glen,' the Missionary fervorthat's being replaced with 'behavior modification'

. exneriments, The latest reasoning is that it's, costly and inaPpropthite to go
the psychotherapy route With these people, to pay high-priced psychiatrists to

lisj Tito desirability of such studies has been repeatedly noted, 'Ales e.g,) liANDUitA, supra
note 4, at 274,
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talk, them into recognizing the truth of our 'religion': instead, we'll focus on
their deviant behavior and force them to shape up. Of course, this flies in the
face of the earlier rhetoric. The Behaviorists say they are bad, not mad, and
we can stop them being-bad by utilizing new techniques. This.fits in with the
late -sad- order, no- nonsense COOSOVVatiVO viewpoint; henceforth the slogan will
be, 'They tutta be made to behave.'"

This new trend in Corrections must he highly inspiriting for the behavioral
scientists, who have bong been eyeing the prisons as convenient reservoirs of
human material on which to try out new theories..The shape of things to come
was forecast a decade 'ago at a seminar of prison wardens and psyChologiSts
chaired by James V. Bennett, then directOr of the U.S. Bureau of Prisons, As
described in Corrective 118llchiatry tE Journal of Social Change, Second Quer-
ter, 1.902, the seminar provided "provocative, fruitful interaction betWeen social
selenti.sts and-correctional administrators,"

Addressing himself to the topic "Matt Against Man: Brainwashing," Dr.
Edgar H. Schein, 'as:mei:au professor of psychology at MIT, told the assembled
wardens: "My basic argument is this: in order to produce marked change of
behavior and/or attitude, it is necessary to weaken, undermine, or remove the
supports to the old patterns of behavior and the old attitudes"; this can be
done "either by removing the individtml physically and preventing any commit.
Ideation with those whom he cares about, or by proving to him that those
whom he respects are not worthy of it and, indeed, should be actively Ws-
trusted."

Dr, Schein, who said he got most of his ideas from studying brainwashing
techniques used by North Korean and Chinese Communists on (II prisoners. of
war, cautioned his audience not to be put off by this fact: "These same tech-
niques in the service' of different goals may be quite acceptable to us. , I
Would like to have you think of brainwashing not in terms of politics, ethics,
and morals, but its terms of the deliberate changing of human behavior and at-
titudes by a group of men who have relatively complete control over the envi-
rimment in which the captive population lives, '

Some of the techniques which with' usefully be applied in the U,S, prisons:
"Social disorganization and the creation of mutual mistrust" achieved by.
"spying .on the men and reporting back kivate material"; "tricking men into
written statements" that are then shown to others, the objective being "to eon-
vitice most men they could trust no one," "undermining ties to home by the
systematic withholding of mail.' The key factor is change of attitude: "Sup
ports for old attitudes have to be undermined and destroyed if change is .to
take place; Do we not feel it to be legitimate to destroy the emotional ties
of one criminal to another, or of a criminal to a sick community?" flow to
bring about the desired change was explained by Dr. Schein : "If one wants to
produce behavior inconsistent. with the person's standards of conduct, first dis
organize the group which supports those standards, then undermine his other
emotional supports, then put him into a new and ambiguous- situation for
which the standards are unclear, and then put pressure on -him. I leave it to
you to judge whether there is any similarity between these events and these
Which ocenr in prisons when we teach prisoners 'to serve their own time' by
moving themt around and punishing clandestine group activity not sanctioned
by the prison authorities."

The dismission, says the report, ranged front "specific, practical Management
issues such as 'How shall we Manage the Muslitnsl"Whom should We
isolate?'" to more basic qttestions, such as "the use and effectiveness of brain-
Washing and other means of persuasion." Dr. Bennett recalled that "Miring the
war we struggled with the conscientious objectorsnonviolent coercionists
and believe me, that was really it problem . . . we were always' trying to find
sante way. in which we could change or manipulate their environment."

Mach attention was focused oft what to do about the Black Muslims; "not
SO much whether you take action against the Muslims as a group," as one
Speaker pUt it, "but how can you counteract. the effects of the kinds of tech-
niques they Use to recruit members and cause general mischief in the prison
system?" To which a Dr. Lowry responded, "We found that many of these
Negro Muslims Were highly intelligent here again, we have to apply the
techniques which we heard about hi terms of appreciating what the goal of
the Muslims is, or of any other group, and then doing some analytic study of
the Methods that they are using so that we can try to dissipate the forces that

! 'lei
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are going in lite direction that wo regard as destruelive, "On Nvays Of dealing
with ihc unruly ihk: "To some extent where we formerl,v
had is,lation US It cohlIling lioW have drugs, so that drugs in

h000110 1101 kilo of 11.,:t mint. Thp restraint, therefore, is biochemi-
al, but it is rest mint never( 'Moss."

summarizing the discussion, Dr, Bennett pointed out that. the federal prison
syst eta, with some 2,1,000 men in it, presents "a tremendous opportunity to
carry on 8oitte of the experimenting to which the VIIHOUS panelists have al-
luded." Ile added, "What I tint hoping is that the audience here will believe
that we here in Washington are tInNioUs to have you undertake some of these
things: do things perhaps on your own -- undertake a little experiment of what
yon can do with the Muslims, what you can do with some of the sociopath in-
dividuals,"

The Bennott's counsel was taken to heart by his subordinates in the
federal prison system tail inferred from it report addressed to the United
Nations I.:commie and Sos cial counell, prepared and smuggled out of Marion
Federal Penitntiary in .July 1972, by the Federal Prisoners' Coalition a _group
of convicts huu,ed in the segregation mill for refusing to_participate fit the be-
haioral research progrnins "In the latter part of 10118 sonic changes in the
U.S. Department of Justice enabled the U.S. Bureau of Prisons to make a
quiet beginning at implementing nn experimental program at Marion Federal
Prison to determine at first hand how effeetive a weapon brainWashing Might
he for the '11.S, Department of Justice's.future use," says the report. It de-
scribes how Dr. Martin Oroder, prison psychiatrist, applies the proposals out-
lined in Dr. Schein's paper to agitators," suspected militants, writ-writers,
and other troublemakers, The first step, according to the report, is to Sever the
intate's ties with his family by transferring him to some remote prison whore
they will he unable to visit him, There he is put in isolation, deprived of mail
and other privileges, until he agrees to participate in Dr. Groder's Transac-
tionalAnalysis program. If he succumbs,' lie will be moved to new living Oar-
ters Where he will he surrounded by members of Dr. Grodet'S "prisoner
thought-reform team," and subjected to intense group pressure. "His emotional,
beliavioral, and psychic characteristics are studied by the staff and demiprofes-
stoma prisoners to detect vulnerable points of entry to stage attack-sessions
tiround. During these sessions, on a progressively. intensified basis, he is
shouted at, his fears played on, his sensitivities ridiculed, and concentrated ef-
forts made to make him feel guilty, for real or imagined characteristics Or con-
duct, , Every effort is made to heighten his suggestibility and weaken his-
character structure so that his emotional responses and thought-flow will be
brought tinder group and staff control as totally as possible,

", It is also driven in to him that society, in the guise of its authorities,
is looking out for his best interests and will help if he will only permit it to
do so. Help hint be 'reborn' as a highly probable winner in the game of
is the way this comes across in the group's jargon." Once reborn as a winner,
he Will be moved into a plush living area equipped with stereo, tape recorders,
typewriters, books, He is now ready to indoctrinate neWcomers.into the Mys-
teries of the group "and like a good attack dog, he is graded and evaluated on
his demonstrated capacity to go for the vulnerable points of any victim put be-
fore him," The entire program is made self-perpetuating and econotnically fea-
sible by- the participants doing the work themselves, says the report : "They
are taught to police not only -themselves but others, to inforin on one another
in acceptable fashionas bringing out miscotathet of another in a truth-session
is not considered informing even if n staff member is present,"

Evidently these techniques are finding increasing favor with the federal
prison administration, Scheduled to open early in 1974 near Butner, North
earolina, is a new federal institution, the Ilehavioral Research Center, built at
a cost of $18.5 million, Which, says a handout from the Iluretitt of Prisons, Will
be "a tinititte facility itt the federal correctional system." Some of the unique
features are spelled out in a confidential operations memorandum fvotn the Mt-
rout to staff, dated Oetober 25, 1972, on the subject of Project, START, aero-
ton for Special Treatment and Rehabilitative Training, already in operation
in Springfield Federal Penitentiary, The goal, according to the memorandtim, is
"to develop behavioral attitudinal changes In offenders Who have not adjUsted
satisfactorily to institutional settings' and to provide "care, 'custody, and
correction of the long -term adult offender in it setting separated from his home

;
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institution." "Se leetion 'criteria" include: "will have shown repeated inability
to adjust to regular institutional programs"; "will be transferred from the
sending institution's segregation unit"; "generally, will have a mininium of
two years remaining on his sentence"; "in terms of personality charaeteristics
shall be aggressive, manipulative, resistive to authority, etc."

Dr, Martin Groder, who will direct the Butner ()Oration, told Tom Wicker
of the Noe York, Times that he "believes in the possibility" of rehabilitating
prisoners" becauke he has done it, at Marion. He does not favor any large-
scale return of incarcerated men to community programs; on the contrary, he
prefers to keep them in his custody: "If we eau get a topnotch rehabilitation
.progmin within time institution, a, prisoner will be better off in it than wander-
ing around the streets." Wicker reports that De. Groder is "not precise" about
the rehabilitative methods he intends to apply, and that he is "cheerfully

that the new federal center be will head is"suspect in some circlesnot
least among federal prisoners, who are not anxious to be 'guinea. pigs' in be-
havior research. He is nevertheless pressing ahead ..."

A further elaboration on the brainwashing theme is furnished by James V.
McConnell, professor of psychology at the University of Michigan, in an article,
in the May 1970 issue of Psychology Today titled "Criminals Can Be Brain-.
washed---.Now." It reads like science fiction, the fantasy of a deranged scien-
tist. Yet much of what Dr, McConnell proposes as appropriate-therapy for to-
morrow'S lawbreaker is either already here or in the planning stages in ninny
of the better financed prison systems.

Dr. McConnell, who spent many years successfully training flatworms to go
in and out of mazes at his bidding by administering a series of painful electric
shocks, now proposes to apply similar techniques to convicts: "I believe the
day has come when we can combine sensory deprivation with drugs,- hypnosis,
and astute manipulation of reward and punishment to gain almost absolute
control over an individual's behavior . .. We'd assume that a felony was clear
evidence that the criminal had somehow acquired full-blown social neurosis
and needed to be cured, not punished . We'd probably- have to restructure
his entire personality."

The exciting potential of sensory deprivation as a behavior modifier was re-
vealed through an experiment in which studentS were paid $20 a day. to live in
tiny, solitary cubicles with nothing to do, The experiment was supposed to last
at least six weeks, but none of the students could take it for more than it few
days: "Many experienced vivid hallucinations --one in particular in-
sisted that a tiny spaceship had got into the chamber and was buzzing around
shooting pellets at Wm."- While they were in this condition, the experimenter
fed the students propaganda messages: "No matter how poorly it was pre-
sented or how illogical it sounded, time propaganda had a marked effect on the
students' attitudesan effect that lasted for at leash a year after they came
out of the deprivation chambers."

Noting that "the legal and moral issues raised by such procedures are
frighteningly complex,' Dr. McConnell nevertheless handil disposes of them:
"I don't. believe the Constitution of the United States gives you the right to
commit a crime if you want to: therefore, the Constitution does not guarantee
you the right to maintain inviolable the personality forced on you in the first
place if and when the personality manifests strongly antisocial behavior."

Time new behavioral ecintrol technignes, says Dr. McConnell, "make even the
hydrogen bomb look like a child's toy, and, of course, they can be used for
good or. evil," But it will avail us nothing to "hide our collective heads in time
sand and pretend that it can't happen herp. Today's behavioral psychologists
are the architects and engineers of time Brave New World,"

110V HOMO convicts in California, those perceived as "dangerous," "revolution-
ary," or "uncooperative" by the authorities, it has happened here, and Dr,
McConnell'S Brave New World is their reality, Signposts' in this bizarre' ter-
raln may need translation for the auslander

Scusoey DeprivationaConfinethent (often for months or years) In time Att.
justment Center, a prisonwithin-prison,

Stress Asscssnicitt.The prisoner lives In an open dormitory where It is ex-
pected 110 will suffer illi1X11110111 irritation from the lack of privacy. hfe is
assigned to the worst and most menial jobs. in compttlsory group therapy 8e8-
sioti$ staff tneinbers deliberately bait the men and try' to provoke Conflicts
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among theta, The idea is to see how much Of this a person can stand without
losing his temper.

Chentotherupy.Tbe use of drugs (some still In the experimental stage) as
"behavior modifiers" including antitestosterone hormones, which have the ef-
fect of chemically castrating. the subject, and Pro Mitt, a form of tranquilizer
with unpleasant and often dangerous side effects,

Aversion. Therapy.The use of medical procedures that cause pain Mid fear
to bring about the desired "behavior modifleation,"

Ncimmtowery,Ctating or burning out those portions of the brain believed
to cause "aggressive behavior,"

The "Behavior Modification" programs are for the most part carried out in
secret. They are not part of the guided tour for journalists and visitors, nor
are outside physicians permitted to witness them, Occasionally word of these
procedures leaks out, as in the autumn of 1970, when Medical World News 'ran
an article titled "Searing the Devil Odt" about the use of the drug Anectine in
"aversion therapy" in the California prisons,

Anectine, a derivative. of the South American arrow-tip poison curare, is
used medically In small doses as a muscle relaxant but behavioral ,researchers
discovered that when administered to unruly prisoners in massive amounts
front twenty to forty milligramsit causes them to lose all control of volun-tary museles.

An unpublished account of the Anectine therapy program at ViteaVille, Cali-
fornia, by two of the staff researchers there, Arthur L, Mattocks, supervisor of
the research unit, and Charles Jew, social research analyst, states that "the
conceptual scheme was to develop a strong association between any violent or
actingout behavior and the-drug. Aneetine and its frightful consequences,"
among which were "cessation of respiration for a period of approximately two
minutes' duration," Of those selected to endure these consequences, "nearly all
could be characterized as angry young Men." say the authors, Some seem to
have been made a good deal angrier by the experience, for the report notes
that of sixty-four prisoners in the program "nine persons not only did not de-
crease but actually exhibited an increase in their overall number of discipli-
nary infractions,"

According to Dr. Arthur Nugent, chief psychiatrist at Vacaville and an en-
thusiast for the drug, it induces "sensations of suffocation and drowning." The
subject experiences feelings of deep horror and terror. "as though he were on
the briok of death." While he is in this condition a therapist scolds him for
his misdeeds and tells him to shape up or expect more of the same, Candidates
for Aneetine treatment were selected for a range of offenses: "freqUent fights,
verbal threatening, deviant sexual behavior, stealing, unresponsiveneSS to the
group therapy programs." Dr, Nugent told the San Francisco Chronicle, "Even
dm! toughtest inmates have come to fear and hate the drug, I don't blame
tkatt, 1 wouldn't have one treatment myself for- the world," Declaring he was
anxious to eo anate. the experiment, he added, "I'm at a loss as to why every-
body's upset over this,"

More upset was to follow a year later, when the press got wind of a letter
from Director Itaymond Proeunier to the California Council on Criminal Jus-
Bee requesting funding estimated at $48,000 for "neurosurgical treatment of vi-
olent inmates, "rlie letter read, in part; "The problem of treating the aggres-
sive, destfructive inmate has long been a problem in all correctional systems.
During recent years this problem has become particularly acute in the Califor-
nia Department of Corrections institutions , This letter of intent is to alert
you to the development of a proposal to seek funding for a program involving
a complex neurosurgical evaluation and treatment program for the violent in-
mate ... surgical and diagnostic procedures Would be performed to-locate cen-
ters in the brain which may have been previously damaged and which could
serve es the focus for episodes of violent behavior, if these' areas were located
curd verified that they were indeed the source of aggressive behavior, neurosur-
gery would be perforated ." Confronted by reporters with this letter, Laur-
ence Bennett, head of the Department of Corrections Research Division, ex.
Wattled: "It is not a proposal, it's just an idea-concept." lie added wistfully,
"It's quite likely that we wilt not proceed with this, but if we had unlimited
funds we would explore every opportunity to help anyone who wants such as-
sistance,"
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Although the plan for psyellosurgery was haltedat least temporarily --by
the newspaper uproar that ensued, the authorities have other methods at band
for controlling the unruly, principal .among which is forced drugging of prison.
ers, In widespread use throughout the nation's prisons is the drug Pro Ilxin, a
powerful tramatilizer derived from plienothiazine, which, if given in large
doses, produces dangerous and often irreversible side effects, A petition ad-
dressed to the California Senate Committee on Penal Institutions by T.a Roza
Uti Ida, a Chicano organization of prisoners confined- in the California Men's
Colony, describes theise: "The simple fact that a number of prisoners are walk-
ing the yard in this institution like somnambulists, robots, and vegetables as a
result of this drug should be reason. enough to make people apprehensive as to
the effect it is having. That no prisoner feels safe because he never knows
when he will become a candidate for said drug is another,-factor in producing
tension in this institution,"
Aeeording to its manufacturer, IL It, Squibb, I'rolixin is "a highly potent be-
havior modifier with a markedly extended duration of effect." Possible ad,
verse aide effects listed by Squibb include: the induction of a "catatonic-like
state," nausea, loss of appetite, headache, constipation, blurred vision, glau-
coma, bladder paralysis, impotency, liver damage, hypotension severe enough to
cause, fatal cardiac arrest, and cerebral edema, Furthermore, Squibb cautions
that "a persistent psettdoparkinsonian (palsy -likel syndrome may develop .
Characterized by rhythmic, stereotyped dyskinetic involuntary movements ,

resembling the .facial grimaces of encephalitis . , The symptoms persist after
drug withdrawal, and in some patients appear to be irreversible."

The theme of prison as a happy hunting ground for the researcher IS very
big in current penological literature. In 1 Chose Prison, James V. Bennett

:" poses the question, Whitt will the prisons of 2000 A.D. be like./ And answers it :
"In my judgment the prison system will increasingly be valued, and used, as a
laboratory and workshop of social - change." lir. Karl Menninger echoes this
thought in The Crime of Punishment: -"About all this (causes of crime], we
need more Information, more research, more experimental data. That research
is the basis for scientific progress,- no one any more disptiteS . Elven our meg-
entpritions, bad as ma t are, could be extensively,. used as laborato-
ries for the study of many dissolved problems."

Taking these injunctions Li. rt., researchers are descending in droves upon
time prisons with their prediction tables, expectancy scales, data analysis.
charts. With alt the neW money available minter federal crime control pro
grams, and the-Ingenuity of grant-happy researchers, the scope of the investi-
gations seems limitless. In California some $000,000 of the Department of

.
Corrections budget is earmarked for research, but this is just the tip of the
iceberg, for most of the work is done under lavish grants from universities,
foundations, and government. agencies,

Something of the quality of the research, and the bitter irony of the situa-
tion in which the convict - research subject finds hifnaelf, can be inferred from
the stream of monographs, research reViews, and reports that flow out of the
prisons. His captors having arranged life for the prisoner so that he becomes
enraged, perhaps goes mad, and (no matter what his original sexual prefer-
enees) turns homosexual, they invite researchers to put him under their micro-
scopes amid study the result, A forty-eight page monograph titled "Homosexual-
ity in Prisons," published la February 1970 by the Law tiforeetnent
Assistance Administration, reports, "in view of methodological difficulties, the
following estimates of male homosexuality should be viewed with caution,"
and proceeds to give them, complete with footnotes. referring the luckless
reader to yet other publications on this subject, .Estimates of the incidence of
homosexuality given by experts Vary, says the author, from 7 to 00 percent, Ile
concludes, "There is above alt a compelling need for a Wide variety of compare
ative data," and proposes to fill time need.by conducting "longitudinal or rote
rospectiVe studies."

Atnong the offerings of the California Department of Corrections Retuned:,
Review for 1971 is "The SelfEsteem Project," its aim "to obtain some picture
of the effect of incarceration upon the perception of self-worth," In which the
Modified Coopersmith Self- Esteem -Scale is found to be "a useful instrument
for measurement," Having subjected the inmate's self-esteem to the pulverizer
of Olsen, the department proceeds to measure and tabulate what Is loft.

38-744-74--42
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If the prisoner happens to he Chicano. he will be eligible for a study enti-
tled "The Consequences of Fmnilitil Separation for Chicano Families," its pur-
pose "to study the consequences of separation from family members for Chi-
cano inmates and also for their families in terms of social, psychological, and
_econotnie needs and stresses." Thus the preciSe quantity and quality of suffer-
.ing, anxiety, and impoverishment of families caused by locking up Chicanos
can be tidily .computed and catalogued for the edification of social scientists.
By now the prisoner may well be ready for tile Buss Rating Scale of Hostility
or the Multiple Atrect Adjective Checklist, "a 'standardized and reliable rating
instrument that can be scored for anxiety, depression, and, most itnportantlhhostility,"

Omitted from the 1971 Resenrch _Review is one of the more ambitious eXperi-
mental projects of that year: establishment of a Maximum Psychiatric Diag-
nostic Unit (MPDU) designed to bold eighty-four convicts (a number posSibly-
chosen in subconscious tribute to George Orwell) selected as research .subjeeta
from the 700 inmates of the state's Adjustment Centers, The goal of MPDTI; as
defined in the department's grant application to the 'California Council ..on.
Criminal ..Instice, is "to provide highly specialized diagnostic service for Ad-
justment Center inmates who are violently acting-out mid management problem
cases within the .Calii!ornia'prison system and arriving at decisions as to
the needed intervention and placement," The budget for this "service" would
be approxithately $500,000.

Who are the Adjustment Center inmates from whose ranks the elghtyfaur
would be chosen? Robert Doran, who made a study of them under a grant-
from .LAMA for the American Justice Institute, says they are "deviants within-
-a society of deviants," or put another way, rebels who refuse to conform toprison life. They are younger and darker than the prison population as -a
whole; -01-percent are under thirty compared. with 39 percent of the total:-
prison population, 60 to 70 percent are black or Chicano compared with a non--
white overall prison population of 45 percent. The majority are there for .

respect for authority," disobeying some disciplinary rulerefusing to work,:
shave, attend group therapy ; -a growing number are there because they are
suspected of harboring subversive beliefs,

.

In 1072 ten inmates, of Poison Prison filed a federal. suit (unsuccessful),
charging they had been kept in long-term solitary confinement bedanse of their
political views, and alleging that the practice is routinely used against. prison-
ers who are outspoken about prison conditions or voice "militant" political
views.- Department spokesmen strenuously deny that they Use inek-up'in the Ad-
justment Center as punishment for political dissidents and leaders of ethnic
groups. Philip Guthrie, press agent for the Department, told the Saeratnento
lice on March 10, 1972: "We're very careful not to lock a guy up just because
of his political views." But in their closed departmental meetings it is a differ -
ent story.. As reported in the confidential minutes of the wardens and superin,
tendents meetings, October 11.12, 1972, under the topic "Inmate_ Alliances,"
Director Raymond Procunier "asked the problem be kept in persPective, out-
paring it to the Muslim situation ten years ago, The director suggested the
leaders of the various groups be removed from the general population of the in-.

.stitutions and locked up."
Much has been written about the California Adjustment Centers, for it was

in the exercise yard of "0-Wing." Soledad Adjustment Center, that three un-
armed black convicts were shot to death by a guard in early 1970, triggering a
series of events that culminated in the death of George Jackson, the trial of
the surviving Soledad Brothers, and the trial of Angela Davis, all acquitted by
juries, From three sources one can infer something about conditions of life in
the Adjustment Centers, and the roots of violence therein.

Departmental memoranda to staff in charge of "0-Wing" contain these direc-
tives:

Yard Exercise.Two officers (one armed with a this Billy- and one armed
with Mace) will enter the tier to be released and, after subjecting each inmate
to an Unclothed body search, release him from his cell, by key; directing him
to the yard.

All inmates housed in "0-Wing" first tier, when escorted from the security
section for any reason, are to be given an unclothed body search While still In
their cells The initiate will be given a. visual inspection of Ids; body, to Ina
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elude his hair, ears, mouth, private parts and feet ;- , The instate will be
handcuffed behind his back and escorted front the section

"0-Wing" Equipment, 1; Gas Billy (blast type), Gas Billy Reload, B. Tri!
pie Chaser Grenade, 4, Aerosol Mace (Mark IV Atomizer)

Any inmate who self-mutilates or attempts to hang himself will- be housed in
the Hospital Annex cells only. on the direction of the medical Staff..,

Robert Doran describes what-he learned about the guards' view of assign-
meats to the Adjustment Center, "Those staff who have 'really been there,' -ex-
perienced the trouble, used the gas, the batons, the weapons, and the muscle,
and did so effectively, receive the highest status and deference from other cus-
todial staff, . . Staff battle ribbons and badges are won or lost within the A/0'
when trouble takes nlace, Actually the A /C, much like the general prison situa-
tion, hats in terms of relative, percentage -of tithe, very little trouble. But it iS
the folklore, the beliefs and the history as passed from one generation of ens,
Natal personnel to the next that promulgates the idea that haft .grown- up
around the A/C which in effect-says, 'This is the front line: here is where the
battle is really won or lost for staff who wear the custodial uniform, "'

Testifying in Salt Francisco before a Congressional- subcommittee, two law-
yers related.Sonte exploits of these frontline' heroes. Edwin T. Caldwell of San
Francisco said, "I will testify for the record that I am a registered' Republican
from a conservative background, This is such a shocking thing. for me I just
can't believe it exists,"

Caldwell.. told the committee his client in Soledad'S "0-Wing",- had-heeti
"viciously attacked" by guards on nun. terous occasions, and had suffered. a frac-
tured tooth, a broken jaw, and lacerations requiring six sutures, Fay Stender
of Oakland, handed the committee chairman. a note signed by Lieutenant
Flores, Adjustment Center guard, written in response to an inmate who WAS
coughing blood and had asked for help. 'rite note said "Yell for help when the
bitted is an inch thick, all over the floor, and dont't call before that"

Details of the highly specialized services to be rendered the eighty-four elm,
sen from this milieu, and the nature of the needed intervention, were dis-
cussed at a "think session" called 1 November 1971 at the University of Call-
bruin. at Davis by Laurence Bennett, head of the Department of Corrections
ReSearch Division, Participants were some twenty-five representatives of the
bett ling profesgionsinedielne, psychology,. psychiatrymany of them faculty
members front nearby universities and Medical schools.

The new unit, said Max May, program administrator, would be closely mod-
eled after Patuxent Institution in Maryland, with four twenty-Oneathan eell-
bloeks, "single five-by-seven-foot cells with bars, only we call them barriers,"
CotiStruction costs. would be kept to tt ininitnum since the prisoners were to
build their own cages, the work, according to the grant application, consisting.
"primarily of pouring two Concrete floors,. erecting wire screen 'partitions, altio
it gun tower,"

The objective,. said Bennett, Is "to develop a basic knowledge of the .causes
of aggressive, violent behavior. OUr aim is to leant how to identify small
groups, how to deal with them more adequately., We hope through psychologis
cal management to learn how to lessen their violence potential."

Discussion from the floor; and at the pleasant luncheon gathering in the fac-.
ulty club dining room, centered on methods by which this might be seem-
plished ; "We need to Mid the stimulus to which the subject responds, We also
'need to find out how lie thinks covertly and to change how he thinks," "We .
need to dope up many of these men in order to calm hetn down to-the point
that they tire accessible to treattnent." "Those Who can't !be controlled by drugs
are .candidates for the Implantation 'of stibcortical electrodes (electrodes
plunged deep into the brain]."

Dr. Keith Brody of Stanford UniVersity, who said he runs a "unit for mood
disorders," stressed the importance of "intensive data collection" via spinal
taps and other. tests t "These tests can lead to therapy decisions, We need to
segregate out a nd dissiect out these subgroups," Other proposals for therapy
were to burn out electrically those areas of . the brain believed to be the
"sottree of aggressive behavior " oni speaker said he reckoned about 10 per-
cent of the inmates might lie candidates 'for this treatment; the administration
of natitegtogtetioae hormones, which have the effect of emasculating' the sib-
jeet ; the t180 of pnettinoefteephalograms (injecting air into the brain caVities),

k-,t1 113
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Asked whether :the Anectine torture "therapy" would be resumed in the new
Unit, Bennett did not answer directly but declared with some exasperation, "It
it could Wshowo empirically that hitting an inmate on the head With a ham-
mar would cure On, I'd do it, You talk about his civil rightscivil rights for
What? To continue to disrupt society?" Nor Would he answer the further qiies-

."1.)otis not the prison System itself, and particularly the Adjustment
()oater, generate violenee?" and "Would the researchers be directing any part
of their Injury to violence by guards against prisoners?"

As,. for the compliant Participation of .the distinguished group of facility'
members is this bizarre discussion, one possiW Ixplanntion was suggested by
the lone black psychiatrist present, Dr. We.,..11 Lipscomb, who had stormed:
out of the meeting. halfway through, (tech . "couldn't take any mere of
this crap.", Later, be told. urn, "What. you ; ..to seeing at that meeting Were the
grant bunters, hungry for money, Willing to eat any shit that's put, before
them"

(Item VI.I).61

1,11R PACIIRATION OP..TIIN BRAIN.

Stephen L. Chorover, Psychology Todoiy, Mow 1974, pp. 9949.
To suppress violent people, surgeons now burn the brain's fragile eenters, A.-

neuroscientist, revieWing the scientific evidence, reports the operation's
Weds on monkeys: they lost their grip on reality, became deranged, and di-.
rested their sexual activity toward Wide, variety_ of animate and inanimate.
objects. By treating antisocial:behavior as an individual matter, he Says, Nve-:'
ignore the larger pressures of society and enter the brain at the patient's peril.

Biologists ands behavioral scientists stand today .where nuclear physicists stood.-
almost 80 years ago, in 1,045, developments in nuclear physic's led to the atomic .
bomb, and ushered in a new ,world"of ethical and social problems. During the.
past few .deeades,, developments in the behavioral sciences have spawned .a
wide-ranging payeliotechnelogyi a varied arsenal of toels.;and techniques for pre-
dieting and modifying human behalifor..Likelhermonnelear, teehnology, PsYrho- .

. technology is complex and controversial. Its 'development and deployment raise
problems that we eon no longer afford to ignore,

rsychosurgery Ii a:particularly controversial form of, psychotechnology, Also
known as "psychiatric neurosurgery," "mental- surgery," "functional neuroinn.
gery," and jseda dye neurosurgery," it is brain stirgery performed to alter
thoughts, social behavior patterns, personality characteristics, emotional, reap--

. tions, or other, aspects of subjective experience iti'human beings. However, it
does 'not encompass brain surgery, directed at treating speak kinds of neuro-
pathology .(e.g,, tumors and strokes) or disorders, of movement (e.g., tremors:,and paralysis)..

The proponents of psychosurgery claim that certain mental illnesses, below!e
for disorders, and emotional disturbances-can be tre4ti41' by destroy-
ing particular brain regions. Some of its more outspoken adVocates:-,have gone-
as far as to suggest that psychosurgery ought to be used to control, the ,belittV.,-
for of criminals and other social deviants. M. Hunter Brown, a California psy-
diosurgeon, has pointed out the supposed cost benefits: "Each violent young,
criminal Incarcerated from 20 years to life costs taxpayers perhaps '$100,000,
tier roughly $11,000,. society can provide medical treatment psychosurgery]
which will transform him into a responsible, well-adjusted eitiren,"

Instead of tattinarlaing.the legal and ethical Issues raised by the Use of psy-,-.
chosurgery as a treatment for violence, I wish to focus hero: upon its pur-
ported scientific basis. I will examine whether psychosurgery is a therapeutic
procedure in Which specific benefits for the patient reliably follow the produca
tiott of brain lesions, or an experimental procedure with consequences that are
unpredictable and may be disastrous,

stoic MIND% .R101Ciiii4m4

Since ancient times, physicians have known that there is a relationship
tween the ,brailtand the mind, and that brain injury or disease. may be acorn.
panted by dramatic and debilitating changes in the afflicted person's mental'.
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Daring the 19th. eentury,, tiat idea look' hirlit'that 'mouth! disease waft synony-
mous with brain disease, and that the disturbed...,k'clisturbing behavior of cer-

-H, lain people had its origins in the derangenient pe specific brain organs, All
that remained to prompt the birth of pisyelManrgery was for someone to get
the idea treublesome behavlorybY selectively destroying. the of

!' tending brain"ergaii. ,
,14, the first -publiShed .aocount of pgYelisiftgerY, .1111801, Gottlieb Durek-

, hardt supervisor of'an Wane asylifin AtAlrefargier $witzeriand, justified the
`deSttuctien of brain tissne 14 psychotic patIpiits by,!4*tag that ", , our psi

`existence comPOsed of 'single *MOWS -'which are localized in eel)
orate :areas of the brain," Burcktiardt thmtght fiat .the excitement and infPnl-
Sivity of his patients reaulted.frein an excess ,of, neural activity originating in
the Cerebral cortex ; if one 'removed,, appropriate,UartS of the cortex, one would
remove the pathological,' impulSeS

:Burckhardt operated on six patients, with poor results, One patient. died,
and'althoUgh the 'survivors purportedly were peaceful and easier to manage on
the Wards, they cOntim4 to exhibit psychotic symptoms, Burekhardt was not

. discouraged, and he urged, his colleagues to "tread the path of cortical extirpa-
tion," Bdhe,,faced vigorous oppesitiou by a large segment of the medical coin..
inunit)YanCit was to be almost another half century before another psyeho-
surgeownepeared.on the scene:to claim he had tread the path with success,

INDIPItHENT MONKEYS

In 193N . at the International-, Congress of Neurology, two American brain
researchers,. Carlyle P. Jacobsen and John P. Fulton, reported that they had
destroyed the prefrontal regions of the brain in monkeys and chimpanzees, The
animals showed marked deficits-in learning and memory, as well as tt host of
other drastic behavioral changes, In several.caseS,. bilateral frontal lobe lesions
made the ,animals strikingly indifferent to stimuli :that 'previously had Pro.
v&ked extrente*itation and frustration,

In atfdience ma a 'Portuguese neurologist, Antonio Egas Moniz, He rose
to ask if 'it .would not be pessible to relieve anxiety in man by surgieatmeans,
Fulton Was shocked by this proposal, but Moniz _was undeterred,. He returned
to Portugal convinced of the similarity between Jacobsen and Fulton's descrip-
tion.of animal behavior and the. querulous and agitated _stale of many ehroni.

hospitalised mental patients, And he became determined to surgically
modify the mental life of obsessed and melancholic patients, through .the. opera
tttion that came to be known as.prefrontal leuccatny or lobotomy, .

In their. first operation, Monis and his colleague Almeida LIM used Wee.
tiotts of alcohol to coagulate certain fiber tracts running. between the. frontal
lobes and other parts of the brain, Within a short period- of time, hoWeVer,
they abandoned this technique in favor of cutting the fibers with '.a special -
'knife called- a leueoteme, which they inserted through a small opening- drilled
in the skull, During a 10week period in late 1930, Monk and Lima performed
20 leneotomies,

Monis claimed that seven.of his patients were "cured" 'by the surgery, and
that another eight, who had previously been violent and agitated, became calm,
tractable, and generally easier to manage, He described his cases with a mini
mum of critical detail and a large measure of selfpraise, hailing the advent of
lencotonty as "a great step forward in the study of psychic functions on
an organic basis withi both 'cures and improvements, but no failures to
make its draw back."

Like Eurekhardt before him, Mat like many of his psyehosurgical successors,
. "Siottit Was-miotts to give his procedures the semblance of scientific validity.,
Ettt the fact remains, that from. the start, prefrontal lObotomy could be justi-
fied only by ignoring the evidence froth-animal experiments, that the .destruc.
tiott of frontallobe 'tissues led to a wide range of disabling behavioral effects,

DAMAGED PRotithl

As long as prefrontal lobotomies were perforated mainly .on chronically hos-
pitalized psychotics, tuttoward side effeeto were difficult to recognise.
Eventually, however,. the operation became An popular that it Was in use.
throughout the world, not only on psychotic patients, but also on seealled pay.

A,
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ehoneurotics, awl individuals with psychosomatic complaints. With surgical
candidates coming increasingly from less-disturbed segments of the general
population, the occurrence of untoward side effects became more apparent, As
one might have expected from a careful reading of the original' ageotmen and
Fulton report, prefrontal lobotomy, even in the hands of an expert craftsman,
often rendered the patient not only calm, but apathetic, irresponsible and Iwo-
eial, The operation could bltint a patient's intellect, Impair judgment,.and. re-
duce creativity. In some cakes, complex metabolic changes led to wasting of
the .body, weakness, coma, and finally death,

Some estimates suggest that as many as 70,000 prefrontal lobotomies, were
performed in the United States and Britain from the mid'80S to the mid-TIOs,
The acknowledged dean of- American; lobotomists, the Into Walter Freeman, ree
vealed before his retirement that he ,personally had performed more than 3,500
lobotomies, But by the end of the 1950s, most of the psychiatric community
had lost its enthusiasm for the operation. Mounting concern over bad results,'
cottpled with the growing pOpularity of alternative treatments (such as drugs
and electroshock) brought psychosurgieftl practice to a virtual halt,

Tits MODERN ERA

During the past 20 years, however, a new generation of ,psychosargeons has
emerged, On the whole, these surgeons aro willing. to acknowledge that their
predecessors exhibited- 'excessive enthUslasm and obtained poor results. But
Itiost de not question the validity of a surgical ,attack upon the mind. On the
contrary, they seem no less convinced than their predecessors of the scientific
justification and therapeutic efficacy of the entire enterprise, For them, the
excesses of -the past were clue not to faulty reasoning, or a failure to heed .-ttn-
favorable evidence, but rather to technical crudity,

Many pgyehosurgeons today point with pride to technical develOpmefits. that
allegedly make their operations more powerful and reliable, They claim that
with new and more sophisticated methods,"they can effect remarkably'speonle

.cures, without inducing any disturbing side effects, While psychosurgery may
not lead invariably to a worsening,of the patient's condition, I believe that int-
provethents ate for front assured, despite the 'resort to new techniques and tara
gets. Moreover, I believe the CI1111119 of these psychosurgeons.reMaln grossly ex-
aggerated mid at,Veriatice With inuelt'lhat We now- know akait the relations-
between brain funetion and behavior, Let us look briefly at the techniques and
targets in question.

The- relative.inaecessibility of structures deep within the brain wised a seri-
ous probleth for early psychosurgeons, Encased Within its solid .cranial vaults.
the brain is relatively impervious to surgical assault, Even when the .skull is
.partially. remoVedi the cerebral hemispheres that lie, exposed comprise .only a .

small and superficial portion of the entire brain volume. Ilidden'beneath them
is a at and incredibly complex system of eells, fibers,- blood Vessels and nett-
trill networks. One cannot gain direct access to these deeper regions, without
Mutilating the overlaying areas In the process,

NEW 'MORN/QM%

To solve this problem, students of animal brain function developed, around
-the torn of the century, a method that came to he palled sterotaxic brain silk,
gory. !LI& method permits a. surgeon to identify. the location of a partiCular
point within the brain' in terms of three mordinates, Using anatomical land
marks on the heed's surface as reference points, Sets of maw , or sterotaxic, .

brain atlases, are now available for many species, including Inman beings.
After detetthitting the coordinates of a particular .brain region front the approi
'Mate atlas, the surgeon positions the subject's heed within the working field
of fi special stereotaxie instrument,. kle can then direct probes or electtedea
comprised of fine insulated wires toward the intended target; through a small
hole drilled in the skull, It is possible. to leave the probes in pthee within the
brain for extended periods of time, with, little discomfort to the Object, by se,
curing the shafts of the probes to the stirface of the Atilt, .

Mee in place, the electrodes may serve several Purposes, loirst, by using
electrode atnplifietS and other equipment, one can record the electrical sigtintg
titisilig trout the region of the brain twat the iminsillitted electrode tips, Al.
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though one cannot be sure that such signals. originate in the immediate vicin-
ity, grossly abnormal patterns of electrical activitly often indicate disordered
functioning near the electrode tip, or in a brain region functionally related to

Second,. by passing a weak electric. current through the electrode and into
the brain. one can stimulate the tissue in the vicinity. of the electrode tip, fro-
quently this seems te.produce a-particular kind of behavioral response in the
patient, Although such behavior may be only remotely ,related to the response
patterns normally associated with the brain -region in question, stimulation ex-
periments have figured prominently in recent attempts to learn More about
how brain functions are organized.

Third, by passing stronger currents through the implanted electrode, 'a snr-
goon can destroy the tissue i» the vicinity of the elf trod° tip. Thus psycho-
surgeons can produce lesions parts of the brain; :ere formerly blames-
slide,

Psychosurgeons haverecently introduced yetiiiik,11tor technique, drawn froth
the world of modern electronic communications; Ar.ilaturized, wireless teleme-
try systems make it possible to transmit signals between an electroi.te Jot-
planted in the brain .of a freely-moving patient, and a stimulating or recoriiing
device located some distance away. This means that the person in control' of
the telemetry .system can unobtrusively monitor or manipulate the brain activ-
ity and behavior of an otherwise mirestrainettindividual.

NEW TAltans

The advent of stereotaxic psychosurgery haS stimulated interest in new tar-
gets within the brain. The major focus of attention has shifted from the frona
tal lobes to the limbic' system. This system includes certain "primitive°
portions of the cerebral cortex (the hippocampus, hippoeampal gyrus, and dn.
guiate -gyms), nand also a number of deeperlying. structures with which they
have 'primary eonneetIons (the tuaygdala, septa' nuclei, anterior thalamic nu-
clot, and hypothalamus), Overlying the Ihnbic system, especially in priinates
(including than) is the enormous, mushrooming neoeortek, with which most
brain scientists associate our "higher" cognitive

Loosely speaking, then, the limbic system occupies an intermediate position
between the lower and higher parts of the brain, It seems ideally situated to
receive, transform and transmit signals passing between the older .rain struck
tures, which are involved in stereotyped behavior and visceral ("gut") and
glandular responses. anti the newer structures, which involve sensation, percep-
tion, thought, language, and other complek social acts, As one long-time stn.
dent of the brain has put it:, in the limbte system Ile possible mechanisms by
which "the brain transforms the cold light With which we see into the Warm
light which we feel,"

limble-systein Mechanisms Sevin to contribute to a perSon's sense of
IndivIdnitlity and concepts of reality, They mediate emotional feelings that hi-
timately guide behavior required for self-preservation and the preservation of
the species.

What happens when these critical structures are injured or destroyed? As itt
the case of prefrontal lobotomy, we find an early and pertentious answer in
ekperithents on laboratory animals,

UnaANORD ltoNIMS

Iii 1937, Heinrich Ithiver and Paul C, Duey reported flint they had destroyed
the temporal lobes and parts of the litnbie system. in rhesus monkeys, After
the operations, they observed striking derangetnents in the. behavior of the
monkeys, including difficulty in recognizing objects, increased .sektmt activity
directed toward a wide variety of animate and inanimate objects; and a coma
puisive twenty that caused the monkeys to place both food and nonfood objects
repeatedly lit their months,

There Were two other important effects, Although these Monkeys had pre.,
viottsly been fearful, wild, and difficult to handle, after the operation they be.
came quite tante. They also appeared tillable to Wait responses leading to
Painful consequence-so often exposing themselves to threatening Or injhrlotis
nations, in a film that Ithiver made, an operated monkey placed the lighted
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end of a cigarette in its mouth, quickly threw it down when he was burned,
and then repeated the same painful act several times again in rapid succession.

The "KluverBuch syndrome" demonstrated that temporal lobe structures are
involved in a wide range of behavioral activities, Its dramatic features soon
induced other investigators to pursue similar studies. For our purposes,. the
most important subsequent discovery wish that in many species,. several of the
more severe emotional aspectk of the syndrome could. be produced by lesions
restricted to one part of the limbic system, the amygdala, .

In one study, Arthur -King and several colleague's performed amygdalotondes
on monkeys that. had been living in a freeranging colony. In the laboratory,
most of the operated animals seemed to become less aggressive, and friendlier
toward their human handlers. Of course, this result was -exactly what one .

would predict on the basis of Iluver and littcy's original findings. But, when
the animals rejoined their. old troop in the Wild, a very different picture
began to emerge, Although they had exhibited increased friendliness- toward
their IIIIIIIRG captors, they appeared confused and fearful among their former
frimids and relations, When other troop members approached in a neutral. and
'nonthreatening way, the amygdalotomised animals would usually cower or flee..
Conversely, when a dominant member of the group made a threatening gesture,

-fin altered animal, which would otherwise have adopted a submissive..posture,
would instead display an unseemly degree of insubordination, it would. attempt
to attack the dominant animal, and thereby invite a predictable andoften ter
ribie heating.

All in all, the amygdalotomised monkeys were incapable of. coping with the
complexities of social life in their normal environment, This incapacity caused
them to -become social isolates. Eventually they all died, either front! starvation
or from attacks by predators,

The results of these. animal experiments suggest that no single part of the
limbic System is concerned with only a single aspect of behavior, They -should

-make us skeptical about the claim'that specific therapeutic effects are attaina--
Me by destroying the amygdala or various other parts of the limbic syStem-
Since we have devoted our attention to the effects of tunygdalotomy upon be.:
havior in nonhuman. primates, let its now focus oft destructive lesions in the
maygdalaS of human beings, . .

EXCISING. VIOLENCE

Inn previous PT article I pointed out that some psychosUrgeons have supi.
Bested the existence of a causal link between brain disease and social violence,
and have advocated psychosurgery as a scientifically valid and therapeutically
successful treatment for human beings whom they perceive as exhibiting "poor
control of violent Imptilses," In that connection, I referred-to. a book called
olottee tutt1 The Brain, in which Vernon II, Mark and Prank It, 'Ervin describe
their ttse of bilateral. antygdalotomy with people wile were allegedly sttffering
from episodes of unprovoked and uncontrollable Violence dOe to limbic brain
disease, Since that article was not primarily concerned with psychosurgery, I
was. content to state my conviction that Mark and .Tirvin's argtiments haVe
many logical and scientific shortcomings, Nor did I attempt to substantiate
my belief that the book MIN to provide the reader with clear and selferitical
accounts of the eases reported. .

In the book, Mark and Favin described most of their patients as not only
and imptilsively violent, Ina also as suffering from some, form of epi.

lepsy, It is their contention -that in most of theme cases, the'violent behavior
was not -only irrational. and unprovoked, but was also directly traceable to
brain disease, They assert, furthermore, that in most cases, their patients' be.
havioral problems were substantially alleviated by an amygdalotomy or Other
forms of lintbiesysteln psychosurgery,

In attenintlng to evaluate those elahnii, it simUld he noted at the outset that
here has long been a popular belief. In a connection between epilepsy and

Avow, The eomMon phrase.. "a fit of anger" nicely epitomises this view, But
several clinical studies that have dealt with this question have failed to con
firm this belief, A entnprehensiVe review of the qUestion, sponsored by the
Montt' Instittite of Neurological Diseases mid Stroke, conchtded..that . the
best generalization is that violence and 'aggressive acts' do occur in patients
with hitupnral lobe epilepsy but are rate, perhaps .no higher than hi the gen
eral population,"
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Bearing in mind that the existence of a relationship between epilepsy and
violence remains an open question, let us consider closely one of Mark and
Vrvin's most highly touted eases, "Thomas R." .

COURTESY AND RACE

Mark and Ervin introduce Thomas as "a brilliant, 34- year.old engineer With
.several important patents to his credit.", They say his manner was ". . , quiet
and reserved, and he was both courteous and sympathetic," They say further
that:"he was an extremely talented, inventive man, but his behavior at times
was unpredictable and even frankly psychotic."

In this connection, they allege a prolonged history of violence that:included
spells of rage,. "sometimes directed at his °awaken, and friends, but .

. mostly- expressed toward his wife and children." -They report that Thoinag was.
"very paranoid, and harbored .grudges which. eventually. produced an explosion ,

of anger." They say that. In a conversation with his wife, "he would seize upon
some innocuous remark and interpret it as an insult. At first, 'he would try to
ignore what' she had said, but could not help brooding, and the more .he
thought about it, the surer he felt that his wife no longer loved him and Was
'carrying on with a neighbor.' Eventually he 'mould reproach his wife for these.
faults, and she would hotly deny -them. Her denials were -enough to set -him off
into a trent!, of violence." Mark and Ervin say that he also experienced pe
nods of confUsion and halluCination, but "Thomas' chief problem was his vio..
lent rage,"

Mark and Ervin report that prolonged psychiatric-treatment had not im-
proved the patient's behavior, and that the referring psychiatrist felt Thomas'
spells of rage; represented an unusual form of temporal lobe -seizure.' According'
to Mark and Ervin, an Qleetroencephalogram revealed electrical brain activity
often imdicatiVe of epilepsy, 'and further tests indicated 'the presence of other
brain abnormalties. .

What happened next is best described in Mark and Ervin's own Words, from
a 1008 report

"After a futile attempt to control his seizures and violence with a Wide
range of pharmacological agents, chronic temporal lobe electrodes Were int
planted in his amygdala,

"OVer a period of weeks, repeated stimulation and 'recordings were carried..
out to find ,the optimal site for destrtictive lesions.

"It is of interest that stimulation in the medial portion of the left amygdala
nucletta produced a feeling of 'going wild' and 'I'm. losing control.' On the
other hand, stimulation in the lateral amygdala, three millimeters away, Tea

-peatedly. produced a sensation of 'hyper4elaxation,' a feeling of `detachment,''
just likenn injection of Detnerol,' 'just the antithesis of my spells.'

"In hiA usual, state, this patient was keenly aware of the slightest personal
insult, or threat and l

'O
lts response was often sudden or violent. Under the ef

Pests of lateral amygdala stimulation, he showed' bland acquiescence to the
suggestion that the medial portion of his temporal lobe was to be destroyed.'
This suggestion, Under ordinary circumstances, Would provoke wild, disordered
thinking, Indeed, 'eight to 10 hours after stimulation had been completed, and
coincident 'with: the disappearance of his detached and hyperrelaxed feeling,
he 'beeiitne wild and unmanageable and 'protested 'vigorously against any de-
structive lesions In his amygdala." According to Mark and Ervin's account, it
took "many weeks of patient explanation, and a near social tragedy" (not otli
erwise explained), before Thomas accepted bilateral amygdala lesions,

in any event, the 1008 report continues,: "Mille lesionsi Were carried out
quentially, and he has not suffered a generalized rage attack in the six months
folicOing his last amygdala lesion," In Violence anti the Ifrain, published two
Years later, they devoted twice as many sentences to the same point: "Vent .

years WM passed Since the operation, during which time Thomas has not had
a single episode of rage. Ite continues, however, to have an occasional epileptic
seizure with periods of confusion and disordered thinking,"

The reader, recalling the original claim that "Thomas' chief problem Was his
Violent rage," might conclude that atuygdttlototny has effected a FA imetfie Cure,
The rage allegedly is gone, the other symptoms remain essentially unchanged,
and there are .permanent, postoperritive side effects, In light of the devas
taping effects of amygdalotomy in monkeys, Mark and trvin's reports of stte-

,A,
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ess with Thomas seem remarkable indeed, To me, it is especially surprising
that the only adverse side effect mentioned in any of the reports I examined is
temporary impotence.

Prior to his operation, Thomas was a married man who supported his fam-
ily through his work as an engineer, Is he still married? Is be employed?
What are his present circumstances and future prospects? Unforttinately, Mark
and Ervin's brief descriptions are silent on these and many other questions,

ANNUM WNW

There is, however,' some independent information about Thomas now avail
able from other sources, For example, a psychiatrist and well-known critic of
psychosurgery, Peter It. Breggin, has conducted his own inquiry and published
some of his findings regarding this case, Breggin claims to have interviewed'
'Thomas and his relatives, reviewed the hospital charts and discussed the case
with several involved individuals. In recent months, I have obtained additional
information to supplement Breggin's material.

.

According to Breggin, Thomas was continuously employed through December
1965, .That year, he -.began to have serious marital . problems, and visited his
wife's. psychiatrist, The psychiatrist has told Breggin in a telephone interview
that although Thomas' wife, was indeed afraid of him, the psychiatrist could
remember no actual harm done to her. Breggin says, "(The) psychiatrist re-'
members that Thomas was depresSed, but not sufficiently depressed to Warrant
'electroshock or drugs. His memory is entirely consistent with the hospital 'rec.
finis which report no hallucinations, delusions, paranoid ideas, or signs of dif-
ficulty with thinking, In the charts, his most serious psychiatric diagnosis Is
'personality-pattern disturbance' la classification) reserved for Mild_ problems
with no psychotic sytaptomatology,"

Thomas worked intermittently during the early months of 1966, Until. the
.'first of his diagnostic hospitalizations at Massachusetts General Hospital, on
,March 11, 1966, Breggin .says that the hospital charts indicate Thomas had
never. been in trouble at work or elsewhere for rAgressive behavior. During his
four diagnostic hospitalizations, according to Breggin; Thomas "was never
strained, never forced into a locked ward, or in any way treated as a danger-
ous man." Breggin says that the first violent reactions he saw in the records
were those that occurred when Mark and Ervin proposed to make lesions in
Thomas' brain,

Apparently Thomas- was uneasy about 'the diag,noalt procedures he was un
lergoing, At one

he
lie referred to the tests as science fiction, and wrote to

his mother that he would spare her the details. BUt bfiOctober 1966, he had
had multiple electrodes implanted, and his .mother received a telegram front.
the hospital informing her that her son Was recovering well from the "minor
surgical operation" (to implant the electrodes) and was in good condition.

According to Breggin's accottnt, the electrodes remained in place until Au-
gust '1, 1907, During the nine -month period When the stimulation experithentS
and brain lesions Were' being performed, Thomas' wife served diverge papers to
him on the ward, She eventually married the neighbor about whom Thommi
'had beet so 'concerned,

On August 27, 1967, Thomas left the hospital in the care of hiS mother and
moved to her home in California. Within a short time, it became clear that he
Was socially confused and unable to cope with the compleXities of normal
He was ,picked tip by the police in a nearby city, and on November 20 he en
tered. a Veterans Administration hospital, It was the first psychiatric hospital'
.nation of his life, lie was. hallucinating, delusional and confused, and he
toilful up on a locked ward Maier heavy doses of medication.

During this time the V,A, physicians apparently did not have access to his
previous medical records, and thus did not recognize the realistic basis of his
'delusions. Breggitt quotes a passage in the discharge summary of May 22,
1968: "Patient stated that , Massachusetts General Hospital were Niel con
trolling hits by creating lesions in his brain tissue by microwave and that they
had placed electrodes in his brain tissue -some time before. Stated that they
'can control Win, control his moods and control his actions, they can turn hint
up or turn him down," Certainly anyone with a story like that would appear
to be imagining things, The ViA, diagnosis was "schtsophrenic reaction, pars,
bold type,"

,
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Only five months after release from the V.A. hospital, Thomas was rohospi-
tonna, Breggin reports that hospital staff- notes indicate lie had exhibited the
first officially recorded episode of public violence in his life, Al entry on Octo
her 28, 1968 says; "arrested by policeinvolved in fight, very impulsive," The
Veterans Administration declared hint to be totally disabled,

Breggin asserts that at the present time, Timms continues to be confused
and delusional; he is unable to work, generally incapable of caring for him-
-self, and has been periodically. rehospitalized as assaultire and psychotic,.Breg-
gin claims that during a recent confinement Thomas walked about the wards
with his head covered by bags, newspapers and rags, fearful that his brain
would be further destroyed, Ile quotes Thomas' mother as saying that since
the -operation; "The 'poor guy has been almost a vegetable. , . We know he

-was destroyed by that operation," .

A VISIT TO SOSToN

There are other sources of information about Timings'. postoperative 'trou-
bles. In August 1972, Ernst Rodin, a Detroit neurosurgeon, visited Mark's proj-
.6ct in Boston, At that time, Rodin teas coauthor of a proposal to perform psy-
chosurgery on patients who were in a state hospital because of "severe,
uncontrollable, aggressive outbursts." The purpose of his visit, as 'he deseribed
it in a ineniorandum he wrote shortly thereafter, was "to obtain the most 'up-
to-date information on the results of surgery for aggressive behavior In human

Rodin apparently hoped this new information would strengthen his own pro
posal, but he found the results of his interviews "quite disturbing" After .ques-
tioning Ira Sherwin, a neurologist on the project, Rodin concluded: "The
reports. on the operated patients do not jive exactly between Dr, Sherwin and
Dr. Mark . . The patient Thomas R., an engineer of high IQ ...ls floridly
paranoid and In a V.A. hospital in In West-Coast City], I was told that he will
-never be able to function in society, Of phySiological interest, is the fact that
Mark and Ervin figure prominently in his delusional system, but the delusions
are not aggressively flavored and there is no drive to `get even' for what they
have done to his brain."

Rodin wrote that lie and Sherwin had also discussed other patients, includ-
ing those described in Violence and the Brain, Sherwin, he said, -"was not
aware of any genuinely successful eases," AS. regards the .scientific validity of
Some of Mark and Bruin's results, Rodin wrote; "Sherwin , . has no faith in
the data, But Slime his Neurosurgical superiors do possess this.-faith, softie of
the material may appear in print,"

This revealing memorandum is part of the public record; it was an exhibit
in a civil action brought on behalf of the first proposed candidate for payeho-.
-surgery tinder liodin's project, That important case elided in a decision harring
experimental brain surgery 'upon individuals involuntarily confined in Mich'
-gales public institutions (see page (39),

What, then, has happend to Thomas'? Late in 1978, a declaration was filed in
Massachusetts' Stiffolk Superior Court on behalf of the patient knOwn, as
Thothas It It charges that as a result of the surgery "the plaintiff was permit,
neatly injured and incapacitated, has suffered , . great' pain of body and
mind, has been required to incur substantial expenses for medical care
and treatment, and has been perthatiently deprived of his earning capacity and
his ability to work. . At this writing,.the matter is still in litigation.

The apparent fate of Moms It,, however pathetic and disturbing, is Wholly
-consistent With our rudimentary understanding of the brain and the comple-
ity of its functions, No brain activity meta% in isolation, Without .correlated
activity in other regions, As the complexity of behavior increases, so doefe'the
extent of interaction in the brain. Yet molly psyehosurgeons continue to ignore
these facts, in favor of a pretentious and eXtreme doctrime of brain localiza-
tion.

°MATING ON bEIVIAN011

Proponents of this doctrine sometimes attempt to Use it to justify a psycho-
teelmological'approach to social. conflict, I have already mentioned as a ease in
point the proposal to perform pskehostirgery oft prisoners. And,. as I have
arglied elsewhere, there are public officials as Well its -psychotechoologists for
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whom the distance is short from brain disease to social disorder, and the pas-
sage Is swift from the Medical control of nenrophysiologival problems to the
social control of deviant individuals and groups.

Psychosurgery has been performed on Sexual deviants and drug' addicts; A
report of 22 such eases from Germany was published in 1973N,Operations have
also .been performed on "hyperactive" children in several countries during the
past few 'years, One psychosurgieal team, for. example, recently reported re-
sults of limbicsystem lesions made in 115 children, including 39 who Were
under the age of 11. They claimed that lesions of the cingulate.gyrus, amyg-
dale, and regions of the hypothalamus, "proved to he useful in the manage-
ment of .patients who previously could not be managed by any other measure."
0. J. Andy, a well-known psychosurgeon at the University of Mississippi, has
reported operations on a number of children six to 19 years old. In recent tes-
timony before -a Senate subcommittee, Andy said he had performed 13 or 14
such operations, mid that a majority had. produced "good" or "fair" results.
He also presented a.few "brief case reports." Here is one in its entirety :

"A sevenyear-old,- mentally retarded child had sudden attacks of screaming,
yelling, running and beating the head 'against the wall, The walls were ae-
tunny indented by the blows, Following thalamotomy three years ago, the pa-
tient did not display the wild, aggressive and screaming behavior. The :im-
proved behavior was an enjoyment for both the child and the parents,"

MUMS° THE EAteitAsis

Although the abusive. deployment of psychosurgery might be curbed by
legislative or legal means, I think that the most important task before us is to
develop .alternative ways of perceiving social problems: We Must learn to see
such things as violence and hyperactivity as something other than indiVidual
infirmities, We must understand that. they cannot be overcome by merely treat-.
ing certain people with -the most t.filelent or inexpensive technological methods
available., Finally, we must shift the .emphasis- in our thinking from a- preoccu-
pation with controlling individual deviance to the problem. of Understanding
the 'various systems (social, political,'family) of which both deviance and its
control are interrelated. parts,

Clearly, the age . of psychotechnology has arrived, and psychosurgery Is
Merely its cutting edge. We must carefully examine the entire spectrum of
psychotechnology, and begin to question the basic ideologies of behaViorall pre-
diction, modification and control: To pretend that physical control of the mind
'is merely a futuristic fantasy is plainly foolish, To believe that it can't happen
here is even Worse, Vor to deny the power and political appeal of a repressive
psYeboteeimology is to expedite its encroachment, and to refrain from combat-.
Ing it is to surrender our constitutional freedom and our Minion dignity.

Steplitut L. Chorover, Whose postdoctoral studies explored the effects of
brain injury in human beings and other primates, is- professor of psychology
and brain -science at M.I.T. In his first Psychology Today article, "Big Brother
and Psychotechnology" (October 1978], he warned. that taleilosurgery, drug
therapy, and behavior modification have become dangerous tools for social and
political repression. He is developing plans for a continuing research project
on the social impact of psychotechnology,

'
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